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Abstract

The demand for wireless communications is increasing every year, but the avail-
able resources are not increasing at the same rate. It is very important that
the radio resources are used in an efficient way allowing the networks to support
as many users as possible. The three types of networks studied in this thesis
are frequency hopping GSM networks, ad hoc multi-hop networks and WCDMA
networks.

One type of network with a promising future is ad hoc multi-hop networks.
The users in this kind of networks communicate with each other without base
stations. Instead the signal can be sent directly between two users, or relayed
over one or several other users before the final destination is reached. Resources
are shared by letting the users transmit in time slots. The problem studied
is to minimize the number of time slots used, when the users broadcast. Two
different optimization models are developed for assigning time slots to the users.
A reduction of the number of time slots means a shorter delay for a user to
transmit next time.

The rapid growth of the number of subscribers in cellular networks requires
efficient cell planning methods. The trend of smaller cell sizes in urban areas
for higher capacity raise the need for more efficient spectrum usage. Since the
infrastructure of a second generation cellular system, such as GSM, already
exists, and the available bandwidth of an operator is limited, frequency planning
methods are of utmost importance. Because of the limited bandwidth in a GSM
network, the frequencies must be reused. When planning a GSM network the
frequencies can not be reused too tightly due to interference. The frequency
planning problem in a GSM network is a very complex task. In this thesis
an optimization model for frequency assignment in a frequency hopping GSM
network is developed. The problem is to assign frequencies to the cells in the
network, while keeping the interference to a minimum. Different meta heuristic
methods such as tabu search and simulated annealing are used to solve the
problem. The results show that the interference levels can be reduced to allow
a capacity increase.

The demand for sending more information over the wireless communication sys-
tems requires more bandwidth. Voice communication was handled well by the
second generation cellular systems. The third generation of mobile telecommu-
nication systems will handle data transmissions in a greater extent. The last
type of network considered in the thesis is a WCDMA cellular network. The
aim is to schedule the transmission of packet data from the base station to the
users. Scheduling models that maximize the utility are developed for both the
downlink shared channel and the high speed downlink shared channel.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The development of wireless communications started in the 1850’s with the in-
sight of J.C. Maxwell that energy could be transported without wires. The first
to explore the ideas was Heinrich Hertz who transmitted a spark a few meters
to a receiver. The electromagnetic waves were known as ”Hertzian waves”. But
the first who used these electromagnetic waves for communication was an Italian
engineer Guglielmo Marconi. In 1901 he was the first to transmit a message over
the Atlantic Ocean from Cornwall to Massachusetts. Mobile communication is
one of the fastest growing technologies today and the number of cellular phones
is increasing rapidly every year. There is also a growing interest for wireless
communication via laptops and personal digital assistants. One of the problems
in mobile communications is that the resources available for communication are
limited. The telecommunication operators are forced to invent new methods to
increase the capacity of their existing networks. This is very important, because
the grade of service for the customers must be maintained.

In the beginning of wireless communications the users were multiplexed by given
different frequencies. This method is known as Frequency Domain Multiple
Access (FDMA). When the number of applications and users grew the radio
spectrum needed a classification to avoid unnecessary interference. The classi-
fication was done by the International Telecommunication Union which works
for an efficient use of the radio spectrum. The radio spectrum is divided into
different frequency bands depending on the applications. The frequencies are
a limited resource in wireless communication systems and must be used with
care. To multiplex more than one user to a frequency methods such as Time
Division Multiple Access (TDMA) was used. In TDMA, a frequency is divided
into several time slots (TDMA frame), with each time slot being equivalent to
a transmitting channel. A user can transmit during one or several of these time
slots. The TDMA frame should not be too long since it introduces delays. An-
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other way to multiplex the users is Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA). In
CDMA the users share one frequency but are multiplexed by different codes that
are unique for each user. This method is used by some of the third generation
(3G) cellular systems. The number of codes assigned to a frequency is limited
and should be used as efficient as possible.

One limited resource is the radio spectrum that must be used in a very efficient
way. Time slots or codes that are multiplexed to the frequencies must also be
used very efficient. In this thesis methods are developed to use these resources
effectively. The different network types studied in this thesis are multi-hop ad
hoc networks, frequency hopping Global System for Mobile Communications
(GSM) networks and 3G Wideband Code Division Multiple Access (WCDMA)
networks.

1.1 Ad Hoc Networks

An ad hoc network is formed without any fixed central administration units.
Instead the network consists of several mobile nodes or radio units that commu-
nicate with each other over a wireless interface. The radio units within the reach
of each other can establish a direct communication link, if the signal-to-noise ra-
tio is strong enough. Radio units that are not in the reach of each other must
relay the signal over other nodes. Since a signal can be relayed, the networks are
also referred to ad hoc multi-hop networks. Mobile ad hoc multi-hop networks
have mainly been considered for military applications, since a centralized net-
work would not be beneficial. However, there has also been a growing interest
in ad hoc networks in the commercial sector in recent years. The main reason
for this is that there is an increasing need for laptops, personal digital assistants
etc. being able to communicate with each other.

One widely spread access method for ad hoc multi-hop networks is Spatial Time
Division Multiple Access (STDMA). STDMA is an access method that takes into
account that users are usually spread out geographically. Therefore, two users
with a sufficient spatial separation can use the same time slot for transmission.
Since users share the time slots, the frame size of STDMA can often be smaller
than the frame size of TDMA.

Scheduling the users in ad-hoc networks is important and different approaches
exist. Example of scheduling problems in ad hoc networks are assigning trans-
mission rights to nodes or links with the objective to minimize the length of
the STDMA frame or maximizing the throughput. The former problem is in-
vestigated in this thesis. Minimizing the STDMA frame is of interest since the
schedule repeats itself from one frame to the next. Reusing the time slots achieve
efficient resource utilization.
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1.2 Evolution of Cellular Systems

The evolution of mobile cellular systems can be divided into three generations.
The first generation of cellular systems included only analog systems. This gen-
eration used FDMA to handle several users simultaneously. In Europe different
standards were introduced, for example the Nordic Mobile Telephone (NMT) in
Scandinavia and Total Access Communication System (TACS) in United King-
dom, Spain, Austria and Ireland. In the United States the Advanced Mobile
Telephone System (AMPS) was introduced. In Japan the JTACS/NTACS sys-
tem were used. All these systems were introduced at the beginning of the 1980s.
AMPS had the largest penetration of the analog systems in the world.

The research in the digital field soon made it possible to consider digital cellular
systems. The performance of a cellular radio system depends upon the co-
channel interference, and voice quality could be increased by the use of digital
transmission. Since digital systems can tolerate a much higher level of co-channel
interference, the frequency reuse could be tighter and a capacity increase could be
possible. In Europe GSM was the first digital cellular system and was launched
in 1992. GSM has over 2 billion subscribers worldwide and over 600 million
subscribers in Europe [1]. Originally, GSM operated only in the 900 MHz band
(GSM-900), but was soon extended to operate in the 1800 MHz (GSM 1800) and
1900 MHz (GSM 1900) bands. GSM 1800/1900 is particularly used in suburban
areas with a very dense traffic situation. The first phase of GSM only supported
a subset of all the services in the standard. GSM phase 2 was an extension of
phase 1 with supplementary services. The latest phase of the GSM system phase
2+ includes packet data services such as General Packet Radio Service (GPRS)
and Enhanced Data Rates for GSM Evolution (EDGE). In the United States
two different standards were introduced, D-AMPS and IS-95.

The demand for sending more information over the wireless communication sys-
tems requires more bandwidth. Voice communication was handled well by the
second generation cellular systems, such as GSM. The third generation of mo-
bile telecommunication systems will also handle data transmissions in a greater
extent. Earlier generations have been circuit switched which means that a call
occupies the channel during the duration of the call. The 3G systems have
packet data switching instead, which means that user data are sent in small
packets and this results in that the same channel can be used by others. The
3G systems are defined in the IMT-2000 specification (International Mobile
Telecommunications-2000) that includes a global standard. Some of the sys-
tems includeed in the IMT-2000 specification are Universal Mobile Telecom-
munications Service (UMTS), in which WCDMA is included, CDMA-2000 and
TD-SCDMA.
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1.3 Overview of GSM

The GSM system uses a multiple TDMA and FDMA scheme, where every fre-
quency is divided into eight time slots. For GSM-900 two spectra are used,
890-915 MHz for uplink connection and 935-960 MHz for downlink connection.
These bands are shared between one or several telecom operators. The car-
rier spacing in GSM is 200 kHz, and for GSM-900 a total of 124 carriers are
available. Many books and reports cover the topic of cellular systems, e.g.
[10, 12, 42, 43, 52, 65, 131].

1.3.1 Network Elements in GSM

The structure of the GSM system can be divided into three main parts, the
Mobile Station (MS), the Base Station Subsystem (BSS) and the Network and
Switching Subsystem (NSS), see Figure 1.1. The BSS has the physical equipment
that provides radio coverage for the cell, Base Transceiver Station (BTS) and
Base Station Controller (BSC). The BTS controls the radio interface to the
MS and includes transmitting/receiving devices and antennas that serve each
cell bounded to the BTS. The BSC manages all the radio related functions of
GSM such as MS handover, radio channel assignment and the collection of cell
configuration data. A BSC can control several BTSs. The NSS deals with
the connections between the BSC and internal and external networks. The NSS
includes the main switching functions of GSM and databases for the subscribers.
The main role of NSS is to manage communications between GSM and other
networks. The NSS includes the Mobile Switching Center (MSC), Gateway
Mobile Switching Center (GMSC), Home Location Register (HLR) and Visitor
Location Register (VLR). The MSC performs the telephony switching functions
for the GSM network. It controls calls from other telephony and data networks,
such as the Public Switched Telephone Network (PSTN) and Public Land Mobile
Networks (PLMN). The VLR database stores information about all the mobile
subscribers who are visiting an MSC service area. There is one VLR for each
MSC in the network. The HLR is a centralized network database that contains
all mobile subscribers belonging to a specific telecom operator, dependending
on the number of subscribers there can be more than one HLR in a network.
The NSS contains also architecture for GPRS, i.e. Serving GPRS Support Node
(SGSN) and Gateway GPRS Support Node (GGSN).

1.3.2 Frequency Planning in GSM

One way to use the available radio resources efficiently in GSM is to reuse the
frequencies among the cells in a network. Reusing the frequencies in a network
does introduce some issues that are not encountered otherwise. Two users who
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Figure 1.1: GSM system architecture.

are using the same frequency in two different locations in the network may
interfere with each other. Therefore care must be taken when allocating the
frequencies in a wireless network. If the same frequency is assigned to two users
in cells that are close to each other, the interference may cause a dropped call
or lost data packet. Since the number of mobile communication subscribers
in the networks is growing rapidly, the telecom operators must replan their
existing networks to increase capacity. The planning process is very complex
and techniques from the discipline of operations research or optimization can be
used. The telecom operators can make large cost savings if they take advantage
of operations research. One example is that if the interference in a network can
be reduced, more users can be connected with the same grade of service.

A cell is characterized by its area of coverage and the frequencies assigned to
it. The area of coverage of the cell is highly dependent on the type of antenna,
placement of the antenna and transmitted power [28, 43]. To cover a larger
area, several cells are needed, and since an operator has a limited spectrum, the
frequencies must be reused. The frequency reuse in the network is limited by co-
channel interference. On the other hand, increasing the reuse distance gives lower
capacity in the network. From a network planning perspective, it is an interesting
trade off to analyze - capacity vs quality. The co-channel interference is the
most limiting factor for frequency reuse. Assuming a hexagonal cell pattern,
the possible reuse K are given by K = a2 + ab + b2 where a and b are natural
numbers. The reuse factor can obtain the values K = 1, 3, 4, 7, 9, 12, 13, ... and
K = 1 means that all channels are used in all cells [12]. The reuse factor is often
denoted x/K, x is the reuse factor for base stations and K is the reuse factor
for the cells. A common reuse pattern for the TCH frequencies are 3/9, which
means that a reuse factor K = 9 is used and every channel group is covered with
3 (x = 3) three-sector sites [42, 72, 122, 143, 150]. In Figure 1.2 a 1/3 reuse
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Figure 1.2: A cell structure with a 1/3 reuse.

pattern is shown.

One way to increase the capacity is by splitting the cells into smaller cells when
the traffic grows. This method is very expensive since new base stations are
required. Often a small part of the cell is a high density area (hotspot) with
a high traffic load. A hierarchical cell structure with an overlaid macrocellular
layer and an underlying microcellular layer is often used. The macrocells are
usually described as a cell with a radius of a couple of hundred meters to several
tens of kilometers. The micro cells are small and has a radius of less than 500
meters. The micro cells cover only the hotspots and since the average distance
between these spots is large will the resulting interference between microcells
be small. Methods for sharing the spectrum between micro and macro cells can
be found in [139, 147]. Several capacity enhancement methods are presented in
[40, 47, 89, 100, 121, 143].

One way to reduce the interference in a GSM network is to change the frequency
after each TDMA frame. This feature is called frequency hopping. In the thesis
the problem of assigning frequency lists to the cells in a frequency hopping GSM
network with the objective to minimize the interference is investigated.

1.4 Overview of WCDMA

The UMTS standardization started as early as 1992. The first release of stan-
dards was announced 1999. The standardization of UMTS is handled by the 3rd
Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) which is a forum with members such
as manufactures, telecom operators and standardization institutes. The initial
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release, Release ’99 described the radio access technologies UTRA-TDD and
UTRA-FDD and standardized the GSM/GPRS network as a core. UTRA-TDD
uses different time slots to separate uplink and downlink communication and
UTRA-FDD uses different frequencies. WCDMA supports frequency division
duplex and a telecom operator is assigned several pairs of carriers of 2x5 MHz.
In WCDMA the spectrum for the uplink is assigned to 1710-1785 MHz and for
the downlink to 2110-2170 MHz. The mobile telecom operators in a country need
to share the available spectrum. Next release was planned for 2000 but 3GPP
decided to split the release into two parts, Release 4 and Release 5. Release 4
introduced quality of service in the fixed network. Release 5 specifies a different
core network and a high speed downlink packet access channel with significant
higher data rate. Release 6 comprises the use of multiple input multiple output
antennas, enhanced multi media services, security enhancements and many more
management features. Several books which treat WCDMA have been written,
e.g. [67, 79, 130].

1.4.1 WCDMA Architecture

WCDMA systems use the same network architecture used by the second gen-
eration mobile telecommunications systems such as GSM. The elements in the
network that handles radio related functionality are grouped into a radio access
network UMTS Terrestrial Radio Access Network (UTRAN). The network ele-
ments that are responsible for switching and routing calls and data to external
networks are called the Core Network (CN). The last part of the architecture
is the User Equipment (UE) that contains mobile terminals. The architecture
of a WCDMA network is shown in Figure 1.3. UTRAN contains two elements,
Node B and a Radio Network Controller (RNC). Node B is exactly the same
as a base station. Several Node Bs are grouped and connected to a RNC. The
RNC has a similar functionality as BSC in GSM, i.e control the radio resources.
The RNC also handles power and handover control. UTRAN supports soft han-
dover, which occurs between Node B’s controlled by different RNCs. The CN
has similar architecture as a GSM network, see Section 1.3.1. The elements in
the CN are VLR, HLR, MSC, GMSC and SGSN/GGSN.

1.4.2 Code Division Multiple Access

The access method used in WCDMA is CDMA. In CDMA user data is assigned a
unique code sequence, i.e. channelization code. The channelization code is used
for encoding the transmitted signal. The receiver knows the code sequences for
the user and can decode and recover the original user data. This can be done
since cross correlations between the channelization code of a desired user data
and the codes of other data streams are small. The encoding process spreads
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Figure 1.3: WCDMA network architecture.

the spectrum of the information signal over a larger bandwidth. The spectral
spreading of the transmitted signal gives CDMA its multiple access capability.
The information bits are spread over the larger bandwidth by multiplying the
user data with quasi-random bits (chips) derived from the spreading codes. In
WCDMA a constant chip rate of 3.84 Mcps is used, which gives a bandwidth of
5 MHz.

The channelization codes used are Walsh-Hadamard codes [123] and also referred
to Orthogonal Variable Spreading Factor (OVSF) codes and can be represented
by a coding tree [67]. Orthogonality between channelization codes in the tree is
guaranteed if one code has not been generated based on another. The different
levels of the code tree are assigned a Spreading Factor (SF). The SF determines
the number of chips per bit or symbol for a channelization code. Since the chip
rate is constant, a constant SF generates a constant number of chips per bit or
symbol. The purpose of the OVSF is to change the bit rate by changing the
number of chips per bit or symbol. Increasing the OVSF generates a lower bit
rate since each bit contains more chips.

In WCDMA the limited resources in a cell are transmission power and number of
channelization codes. The problem encountered in the thesis is how to allocate
the channelization codes without exceeding the power limitations to the users in
the downlink of a cell.
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1.5 Contributions

In the context of resource optimization in wireless networks we have developed
several models and algorithms to improve resource utilization.

Part I

• Models for assigning transmission rights to nodes or links in a STDMA
ad hoc network are presented. There is also a presentation of a column
generation solution technique together with primal heuristics.

The content of Part I has been published in [19, 20, 22].

Part II

• A frequency assignment model for a frequency hopping GSM network is
presented. The model is a generalization of the classical frequency assign-
ment problem. Instead of assigning frequencies we assign lists of frequen-
cies. Heuristic solution strategies for frequency hopping GSM networks are
also presented.

The content of Part II has been published in [19, 23].

Part III

• A linear integer optimization model is presented for the Downlink Shared
Channel in WCDMA. The optimization model is solved by dynamic pro-
gramming strategy suited for online implementation.

• A scheduling model for the High Speed Downlink Packet Access and two
greedy algorithms are presented.

The scheduling of Downlink Shared Channel with dynamic programming is pub-
lished in [21]. The scheduling of the High Speed Downlink Packet Access is not
yet published.

1.6 Outline of the Thesis

This thesis consists of three parts, all related to resource allocation in wireless
networks. The first part handles ad hoc networks. Part II handles second gen-
eration cellular system, GSM. The last part handles a third generation cellular
system, WCDMA, which can be seen as an extention of GSM.
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Part I: Resource Optimization in Ad Hoc Networks

The first part of the thesis deals with ad hoc networks. The optimization ap-
proach is to minimize the length of the transmission frame. Chapter 2 contains
a general description of ad hoc networks and the most important parameters
that affect the communication quality. Two different assignment strategies are
discussed, assigning nodes and assigning communication links. In Chapter 3,
two different optimization models and solution strategies are discussed. The
solution strategies used are a direct solution approach with commercial math-
ematical programming software and a column generation approach. Chapter 4
contains computational results for both optimization models.

Part II: Frequency Assignment in Frequency Hopping GSM Networks

The second part of the thesis deals with the frequency assignment problem in a
frequency hopping GSM network. Chapter 5 explains some basic properties of
frequency hopping and frequency assignment models for frequency hopping and
non hopping GSM networks. Different solution strategies are explained in Chap-
ter 6. The techniques are meta heuristics, such as tabu search and simulated
annealing. Chapter 7 contains the computational results for the heuristics.

Part III: Resource Optimization in WCDMA Networks

The third part of the thesis deals with the problem of assigning channelization
codes for the downlink shared packet data channels in WCDMA. In Chapter
8 the Downlink Shared Channel is investigated. A linear integer optimization
model is developed for assigning channelization codes to users in a cell and a
dynamic programming solution strategy is also presented. The last chapter in
Part III, Chapter 9, deals with the new data packet access concept High Speed
Data Packet Access. For assigning channelization codes and bit rates to the
users a linear integer optimization model is developed. Two greedy algorithms
are used to find feasible solutions to the model.

The contents of the three parts in the thesis are based on some published articles.
The last chapter of the thesis, Chapter 10, presents some research that have been
done by different authors since these articles. There is also a discussion of future
reseach.
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Part I

Resource Optimization in
Ad Hoc Networks
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Chapter 2

Spatial Time Division
Multiple Access

2.1 Network Model

An ad hoc network can be characterized by a directed graph G = (N, A), where
the node set N represents the radio units, and the arc set A represents the
communication links. Typically, the cardinality of A is much less than |N |(|N |−
1), meaning that the network is sparsely connected. A sample network of 20
nodes is shown in Figure 2.1. A directed link (i, j) belongs to A if its signal-to-
noise ratio (SNR) is greater or equal to a given threshold, that is, if

SNR(i, j) =
Pi

Lb(i, j)Nr
≥ γ0, (2.1)

where Pi is the transmitting power of i, Lb(i, j) is the path-loss between i and
j, Nr is the effect of the thermal noise, and γ0 is the threshold.

Several assumptions are commonly made in STDMA scheduling. First, a node
cannot transmit and receive simultaneously. Secondly, a node can receive data
from at most one other node at any time. Finally, we assume that a link is error-
free if and only if the signal-to-interference ratio (SIR) is above a threshold γ1

(possibly equals γ0). For link (i, j), the SIR-criterion is formulated as

SIR(i, j) =
Pi

Lb(i, j)(Nr +
∑

k∈K,k �=i
Pk

Lb(k,j) )
≥ γ1. (2.2)
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Figure 2.1: An ad hoc network of 20 nodes.

In (2.2), K is the set of nodes that are in simultaneous transmission. The term∑
k∈K,k �=i

Pk

Lb(k,j) is thus the accumulated interference with respect to link (i, j).
The effect of Rayleigh fading is not taken into consideration which results in
the assumption that no part of the transmission power of node i is treated as
interference. We also assume that the transmitting power for the nodes are set to
a constant values, e.g. every node transmits at its maximum power when sending
data to another node. It is often assumed, e.g. [57] that Pi = P, ∀i ∈ N , and
Lb(i, j) = Lb(j, i), ∀(i, j) ∈ A. These assumptions are, however, not necessary
for our mathematical models or solution methods.

2.2 Assignment Strategies

There are two possibilities to assign the time slots: node-oriented assignment
and link-oriented assignment. In the former strategy, a node is assigned one or
several time slots in the schedule. In each of these slots, the node may use any
of its (outgoing) links for transmitting data to another node. This assignment
strategy is well-suited for broadcast traffic. In link-oriented assignment, a link
is assigned one or several time slots for point-to-point communication between
a specific pair of nodes. Empirically, link-oriented assignment achieves a higher
spatial reuse than that of node-oriented assignment [58].

Note that the SIR-criterion (2.2) leads to different constraints for the two assign-
ment strategies. For node-oriented assignment, a time slot can be assigned to
node i only if all the outgoing links of i satisfy (2.2). If a time slot is assigned to
link (i, j) using link-oriented assignment, then it is required that (2.2) is satisfied
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for this particular link.

A variety of heuristic algorithms for STDMA scheduling can be found in the lit-
erature. Example of algorithms that minimize the frame length for node oriented
scheduling can be found in [36, 37, 41, 49, 95] and for link oriented scheduling
in [35, 64, 118, 119]. In [136] both link and node assignment strategies are eval-
uated. If the SIR requirement is relaxed the problem can be seen as a variation
of the graph coloring problem, see [96]. In the classical graph coloring problem,
see e.g. [24, 29], a graph is given with undirected arcs between the nodes. The
problem is to assign one color to every node in the graph, with requirements
that two adjacent nodes can not be assigned the same color. The objective is to
minimize the number of colors used in the graph. An extension to the problem
of minimizing the frame length is to take traffic variations into account, traffic
senstive algorithms are presented in [56, 57, 58, 132].

2.3 Problem Definition

If traffic distribution is not taken into consideration, then the length of the
STDMA schedule determines the efficiency of the spatial reuse of the time slots.
We define two optimization problems, denoted by MNP and MLP, for minimum-
length scheduling for node-oriented and link-oriented assignments, respectively.

Given the set of nodes N , the path-loss between every pair of nodes (i.e. Lb(i, j),
∀i, j ∈ N : i �= j), the transmitting power of each node (i.e. Pi, ∀i ∈ N), the
noise effect Nr, and the two thresholds γ0 and γ1, the objective of MNP is to
find a minimum-length schedule, such that every node receives at least one time
slot, and such that the following constraints are satisfied.

• Two end nodes of a link must be assigned different time slots. (This is
because a node cannot both transmit and receive in a time slot.)

• Two nodes, both having directed links to a third node, must be assigned
different time slots. (This is because a node cannot receive from more than
one node in a time slot.)

• A time slot can be assigned to a node only if all the outgoing links of the
node satisfy the SIR-constraint (2.2).

For link-oriented assignment, the corresponding problem MLP amounts to find-
ing a minimum-length schedule, such that every link receives at least one time
slot, and such that the following constraints are satisfied.

• Two links that share a common node, irrespective of the link directions,
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must be assigned different time slots. (Note that this constraint comprises
the first two constraints of MNP.)

• A time slot can be assigned to a link only if the SIR-constraint (2.2) for
the link is satisfied.
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Chapter 3

Scheduling Models for
STDMA

We study MNP and MLP using mathematical programming formulations. We
first present two linear integer formulations: a node-slot formulation for MNP,
and a link-slot formulation for MLP. We then formulate the two problems us-
ing set covering formulations, for which we will derive the column generation
method.

3.1 A Node-Slot Formulation

Let T = {1, ..., |T |} be a set of time slots. To ensure feasibility of MNP, it is
sufficient to have |T | = |N |. We introduce the following binary variables.

xit =
{

1 if time slot t is assigned to node i
0 otherwise.

yt =
{

1 if time slot t is used
0 otherwise.

MNP can be formulated using the following node-slot formulation (NSF).

[NSF] z∗N = min
∑
t∈T

yt (3.1)

s.t.
∑
t∈T

xit ≥ 1, ∀i ∈ N (3.2)
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xit ≤ yt, ∀i ∈ N, ∀t ∈ T (3.3)

xit +
∑

j:(j,i)∈A

xjt ≤ 1, ∀i ∈ N, ∀t ∈ T (3.4)

Pi/Nr

Lb(i, j)
xit + γ1(1 + Mij)(1 − xit) ≥ γ1(1 +

∑
k∈N :k �=i,j

Pk/Nr

Lb(k, j)
xkt), ∀(i, j) ∈ A, ∀t ∈ T (3.5)

xit = 0/1, ∀i ∈ N, ∀t ∈ T (3.6)
yt = 0/1, ∀t ∈ T. (3.7)

The objective function (3.1) minimizes the total number of time slots. Constraint
(3.2) ensure that every node is assigned at least one slot. Constraint (3.3) state
that a slot is used (i.e. yt = 1) if it is assigned to any node. Constraint (3.4)
ensure that different time slots are assigned to two nodes if they are the two
end nodes of a link, or if both have links to a third node. The SIR-criterion
is defined in (3.5). If slot t is not assigned to node i (i.e. xit = 0) and Mij

is sufficiently large, then (3.5) is redundant. If xit = 1, the constraint reads
Pi/Nr

Lb(i,j)
≥ γ1(1 +

∑
k∈N :k �=i,j

Pk/Nr

Lb(k,j)xkt), which corresponds to the SIR-criterion
(2.2).

To ensure that (3.5) is redundant when xit = 0, Mij can be set to Mij =∑
k∈N :k �=i,j(Pk/Nr)/Lb(k, j), i.e. the sum of the potential interference from all

nodes other than i and j. However, not all nodes in the set {k ∈ N : k �= i, j}
will transmit simultaneously, because these nodes must also satisfy constraints
(3.4) and (3.5). It is therefore possible to compute a smaller value of Mij ,
which improves the linear programming relaxation (LP-relaxation) of NSF, see
Appendix B.

The formulation NSF contains two types of symmetry. First, there are many
solutions that correspond to the same assignment, but with different time slots
allocated. To break this type of symmetry, we can enforce that slot t can be
used only if slot t − 1 is used, by adding the constraints yt ≤ yt−1, t = 2, ..., |T |.
The second type of symmetry is related to the fact that swapping the nodes of
any two slots does not affect the objective function value. Such symmetry can
be partially eliminated by requiring that node i must be assigned a slot with an
index less or equal to i, i.e. xit = 0, ∀i, t : i < t.

3.2 A Link-Slot Formulation

Problem MLP can be formulated using a link-slot formulation (LSF), which uses
the following variables.
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xijt =
{

1 if time slot t is assigned to link (i, j)
0 otherwise.

yt =
{

1 if time slot t is used
0 otherwise.

vit =
{

1 if node i is transmitting in time slot t
0 otherwise.

Formulation LSF is stated below.

[LSF] z∗L = min
∑
t∈T

yt

s.t.
∑
t∈T

xijt ≥ 1, ∀(i, j) ∈ A (3.8)

xijt ≤ yt, ∀(i, j) ∈ A, ∀t ∈ T (3.9)∑
j:(i,j)∈A

xijt +
∑

j:(j,i)∈A

xjit ≤ 1, ∀i ∈ N, ∀t ∈ T (3.10)

xijt ≤ vit, ∀(i, j) ∈ A, ∀t ∈ T (3.11)
Pi/Nr

Lb(i, j)
xijt + γ1(1 + Mij)(1 − xijt) ≥ γ1(1 +

∑
k∈N :k �=i,j

Pk/Nr

Lb(k, j)
vkt), ∀(i, j) ∈ A, ∀t ∈ T (3.12)

xijt = 0/1, ∀(i, j) ∈ A, ∀t ∈ T (3.13)
vit = 0/1, ∀i ∈ N, ∀t ∈ T (3.14)
yt = 0/1, ∀t ∈ T. (3.15)

In LSF, the cardinality of T can be set to |A| in order to guarantee feasibility.
Constraint (3.8) and (3.9) correspond to (3.2) and (3.3), respectively. Constraint
(3.10) state that two adjacent links must be assigned different time slots. The
two sets of variables, x and v, are linked to each other in constraint (3.11)
(note that vit has the same meaning as xit in NSF), and are used to derive
the SIR-constraint (3.12). Similar to the case of node-oriented assignment, Mij

in the SIR-constraint (3.12) can be set to Mij =
∑

k∈N :k �=i,j(Pk/Nr)/Lb(k, j),
although it is possible to compute a smaller value for this coefficient. To break
the symmetry in LSF, we can add the constraints yt ≤ yt−1, t = 2, ..., |T |, and
xijt = 0, ∀(i, j), t : Bij < t, where Bij denotes the index of link (i, j).

Formulations NSF and LSF are straightforward linear integer models. From a
computational point of view, the two formulations are not suitable to use. In
particular, the numbers of variables and constraints grow rapidly with respect
to the network size.
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3.3 Set Covering Formulations

In this section, we reformulate MNP and MLP using set covering formulations.
The LP-relaxations of the set covering formulations can be efficiently solved
using a column generation method. The optimal solutions of the LP-relaxations
also enable optimal or near-optimal integer solutions.

An instance of a set covering problem is characterized by a finite set S, and a
collection of sets C. Each member in C comprises a subset of the elements in S.
A feasible solution is a set cover of S, that is, a subset C′ ⊆ C such that every
element in S belongs to at least one member of C′.

The set covering formulations of MNP and MLP are based on the concept of
transmission groups. A transmission group is a group of nodes or a group of
links that can be in simultaneous transmission, and can therefore share the same
time slot. Let LN and LA be the sets of transmission groups of nodes and links,
respectively. We define one binary variable for each transmission group.

xl =
{

1 if transmission group l is assigned a time slot
0 otherwise.

The set covering formulation of MNP is stated below.

[NSCF] z∗N = min
∑

l∈LN

xl (3.16)

s.t.
∑

l∈LN

silxl ≥ 1, ∀i ∈ N (3.17)

xl = 0/1, ∀l ∈ LN . (3.18)

In NSCF, sil is an indication parameter that is one if group l contains node i,
and zero otherwise. The objective function (3.16) minimizes the total number
of assigned time slots. Constraint (3.17) ensure that every node belongs to at
least one group that is assigned a time slot. It is apparent that MNP is a set
covering problem in which S = N and C = LN .

Problem MLP can be formulated using the following set covering formulation.

[LSCF] z∗L = min
∑
l∈LA

xl (3.19)

s.t.
∑
l∈LA

sijlxl ≥ 1, ∀(i, j) ∈ A (3.20)

xl = 0/1, ∀l ∈ LA. (3.21)
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In LSCF, parameter sijl indicates whether link (i, j) belongs to group l (i.e.
sijl = 1 if group l contains (i, j), and zero otherwise). MLP is a set covering
problem in which S = A and C = LA.

The two set covering formulations have a very simple constraint structure. The
complexity lies mainly in the cardinality of the two sets LN and LA. For networks
of realistic size, there are huge numbers of transmission groups. However, this
difficulty can be overcome using a column generation approach that effectively
exploits the structure of the two formulations.

3.4 A Column Generation Solution Method

Originally presented in [53, 54], column generation is a decomposition technique
for solving a structured linear program (LP) with few rows but many columns
(variables). Column generation decomposes the LP into a master problem and
a subproblem. The master problem contains a subset of the columns. The
subproblem, which is a separation problem for the dual LP, is solved to identify
whether the master problem should be enlarged with additional columns or not.
Column generation alternates between the master problem and the subproblem,
until the former contains all the columns that are necessary for finding an optimal
solution of the original LP.

Column generation is especially attractive for problems that can be formu-
lated using set covering formulations, which typically contain a huge number
of columns, although very few of them are used in the optimal solution. We
note that this method has been proposed in [103] for solving the graph coloring
problem, which has a similar structure to our STDMA scheduling problems.

3.4.1 Node-oriented Assignment

To apply column generation to MNP, we consider the LP-relaxation of NSCF.

zLP
N = min

∑
l∈LN

xl (3.22)

s.t.
∑

l∈LN

silxl ≥ 1, ∀i ∈ N (3.23)

0 ≤ xl ≤ 1, ∀l ∈ LN . (3.24)

The column generation master problem is the same as the above LP-relaxation,
except that the set of transmission groups, LN , is replaced by a subset L0

N ⊆ LN .
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To ensure feasibility of the master problem, the set L0
N must satisfy

∑
l∈L0

N
sil ≥

1, ∀i ∈ N . One particular choice of L0
N is the node set N (i.e. the set of

transmission groups derived by TDMA).

When the master problem is solved, we need to identify whether it can be im-
proved by adding new columns (transmission groups) to L0

N . In LP terms, this
amounts to examining whether there exists any transmission group l ∈ LN , for
which the corresponding variable xl has a strictly negative reduced cost. Using
LP-duality, the reduced cost c̄l of variable xl is

c̄l = 1 −
∑
i∈N

β̄isil, (3.25)

where β̄i, ∀i ∈ N , are the (optimal) dual variables to (3.23). Clearly, there exists
at least one variable with negative reduced cost if and only if the minimum of
(3.25) is negative. We are thus interested in the following optimization problem.

min
l∈LN

c̄l = 1 − max
l∈LN

∑
i∈N

β̄isil. (3.26)

The column generation subproblem is equivalent to (3.26), but formulated dif-
ferently. We use the following variables in the subproblem.

si =
{

1 if node i is included in the transmission group
0 otherwise.

The subproblem can be formulated as follows.

max
∑
i∈N

β̄isi (3.27)

s.t. si +
∑

j:(j,i)∈A

sj ≤ 1, ∀i ∈ N (3.28)

Pi/Nr

Lb(i, j)
si + γ1(1 + Mij)(1 − si) ≥ γ1(1 +

∑
k∈N :k �=i,j

Pk/Nr

Lb(k, j)
sk), ∀(i, j) ∈ A (3.29)

si = 0/1, ∀i ∈ N. (3.30)

Note the similarity between the constraints in the subproblem and those in the
node-slot formulation NSF. The main difference is that the subproblem only
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considers one transmission group for one time slot, but in NSF transmission
groups for all time slots are to be determined simultaneously.

If the optimal solution to the subproblem results in a strictly negative reduced
cost, the corresponding new transmission group is added to the master prob-
lem, which is then reoptimized, and the column generation method proceeds to
the next iteration. Otherwise, the LP-relaxation of NSCF has been solved to
optimality, and the optimum of the master problem equals zLP

N .

3.4.2 Link-oriented Assignment

The column generation method for link-oriented assignment is very similar to
that for node-oriented assignment. The LP-relaxation of LSCF reads

zLP
L = min

∑
l∈LA

xl (3.31)

s.t.
∑

l∈LA

sijlxl ≥ 1, ∀(i, j) ∈ A (3.32)

0 ≤ xl ≤ 1, ∀l ∈ LA. (3.33)

The corresponding master problem is the above LP-relaxation defined for a sub-
set of transmission groups L0

A ⊆ LA. Given the optimal solution of the master
problem, finding the transmission group with minimum reduced cost is equiva-
lent to the following optimization problem, where β̄ij , ∀(i, j) ∈ A, are the (opti-
mal) dual variables to (3.32).

min
l∈LA

c̄l = 1 − max
l∈LA

∑
(i,j)∈A

β̄ijsijl. (3.34)

We use two sets of variables in the formulation of the subproblem.

sij =
{

1 if link (i, j) is included in the transmission group,
0 otherwise,

vi =
{

1 if node i is transmitting,
0 otherwise.

Using these variables, the subproblem, which is an alternative way of formulating
(3.34), can be stated as follows.
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max
∑

(i,j)∈A

β̄ijsij (3.35)

∑
j:(i,j)∈A

sij +
∑

j:(j,i)∈A

sji ≤ 1, ∀i ∈ N (3.36)

sij ≤ vi, ∀(i, j) ∈ A (3.37)
Pi/Nr

Lb(i, j)
sij + γ1(1 + Mij)(1 − sij) ≥ γ1(1 +

∑
k∈N :k �=i,j

Pk/Nr

Lb(k, j)
vk), ∀(i, j) ∈ A (3.38)

sij = 0/1, ∀(i, j) ∈ A (3.39)
vi = 0/1, ∀i ∈ N. (3.40)

As for the case of node-oriented assignment, the column generation method
alternates between the master problem and the subproblem, until the value of
(3.34) is non-negative.

3.4.3 Enhancements

The performance of the column generation method depends on the computing
effort of one iteration (in particular for solving the subproblem), as well as the to-
tal number of iterations before reaching optimality. Both factors become crucial
if we wish to solve large-scale network instances within reasonable computing
time.

We propose two enhancements for accelerating the convergence of the method.
Solving the subproblems, which are integer programs, may require excessive
computing time, making large-scale networks out of reach of the column gener-
ation method. Indeed, a straightforward implementation of the method failed
to solve the LP-relaxation of LSCF for network instances with more than 40
nodes. To overcome this difficulty, we propose the following modification to the
method. Instead of solving the subproblems to optimality, a threshold (less than
zero) is used for termination control. In particular, we halt the solution process
of the subproblem after a time limit. If the best solution found so far yields a
reduced cost that is less or equal to the threshold, we terminate the solution
process, and add the corresponding column (which is the transmission group
with the best known reduced cost so far) to the master problem. Otherwise,
the threshold is divided by a factor of two, and the solution process is resumed
for another limited amount of time, after which the (new) threshold is used for
termination control. In addition, we impose an upper bound of the threshold
(i.e. the threshold is not increased if it becomes greater than or equal to this
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bound). In our implementation, the time limit is set to 10 seconds, the initial
value of the threshold is −4, and the upper bound is set to −0.1.

Note that the above enhancement does not compromise the solution optimality.
In particular, the upper bound of the threshold ensures that optimality is reached
within a finite number of iterations.

The second enhancement concerns the generation of maximum feasible groups,
We call a transmission group maximum feasible, if the addition of any new node
(or link) will make the group infeasible. Note that, for both NSCF and LSCF,
there exists at least one optimal solution in which all the transmission groups are
maximum feasible. By adding maximum feasible groups to the master problem,
we attempt to minimize the number of transmission groups that the method
needs to generate before reaching optimality.

To find a maximal feasible group, we incorporate an additional step after solving
the subproblem. Let s̄i, ∀i ∈ N be a solution (not necessarily optimal) to the
subproblem for node-oriented assignment. The solution can be made maximum
feasible by considering the following problem, obtained by doing two modifi-
cations to the subproblem. First, we replace the objective function (3.27) by
max

∑
i∈N si, which maximizes the total number of nodes. In addition, we add

the constraints si = 1, ∀i ∈ N : s̄i = 1 to the subproblem. It can be easily
realized that solving this modified problem yields a maximum feasible group,
for which the reduced cost is less than or equal to that of the original subprob-
lem solution. Similarly, given a subproblem solution s̄ij , ∀(i, j) ∈ A for link-
oriented assignment, the corresponding modified subproblem amounts to maxi-
mizing

∑
(i,j)∈A sij , with the additional constraints sij = 1, ∀(i, j) ∈ A : s̄ij = 1.

The above step for finding a maximum feasible group may take long computing
time (in particular for link-oriented assignment). We have therefore chosen to
set a time limit (10 seconds in our implementation) in this step. The best
solution found within the time limit is the transmission group added to the
master problem.

3.5 Two Heuristic Procedures

The column generation method solves the LP-relaxations of NSCF and LSCF.
If some variables are fractional-valued in the LP-optimum, the solution does not
represent a feasible schedule. To obtain integer solutions, enumeration schemes
(such as the branch-and-price technique in [103]) or heuristics are necessary. We
consider two heuristic procedures for generating integer solutions.

The first procedure is a straightforward post-processing step of the column gener-
ation method. Specifically, we consider the optimal integer solution for the trans-
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mission groups that have been generated in the column generation method. We
do this by imposing the integrality constraints to all the variables in the master
problems. The resulting integer problems (which, in fact, are restricted versions
of NSCF and LSCF) are then solved to optimality using a linear integer solver.
We use zIP

N and zIP
L to denote, respectively, the numbers of time slots found for

node-oriented and link-oriented assignments using this solution procedure.

The second procedure for generating feasible schedules is an iterative greedy al-
gorithm. In one iteration, the algorithm constructs a feasible transmission group,
which is assigned a time slot. The algorithm for node-oriented assignment is as
follows. Initially, all the nodes are stored in a list. In our implementation, the
nodes are stored following the order of their indices. The first node in the list
is added to the transmission group, and removed from the list. Next, the algo-
rithms considers the second node in the list. The node is added to the group
and removed from the list if all the constraints of MNP are satisfied. Continuing
in this fashion, the algorithm scans through the list and adds as many nodes
as possible to the group. A time slot is then assigned to the group, and the
algorithm proceeds to the next iteration. We note that the time for checking the
feasibility of a transmission group is polynomial in |N |. Consequently, the algo-
rithm has a polynomial time complexity. Below we provide a formal description
of the algorithm, where St is the group of nodes that are assigned time slot t,
and Q is the list.

1. Initialization.

(a) Set St = ∅, t = 1, . . . , |N |.
(b) Set t = 1.

(c) Store the nodes in list Q.

2. Repeat until Q is empty:

(a) For i = 1, . . . , |Q|:
i. Let ni be the node at position i of Q.
ii. If St ∪ {ni} is a feasible transmission group, set St = St ∪ {ni}.

(b) Set Q = Q \ St.

(c) Set t = t + 1.

The greedy algorithm for link-oriented assignment is identical to the above al-
gorithm, except that all the entities are defined for links instead of nodes. We
therefore leave out the explicit description of the algorithm for the case of link-
oriented assignment. We use zG

N and zG
L to denote the numbers of time slots

generated by the greedy algorithm for node-oriented and link-oriented assign-
ments, respectively.
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By applying the column generation method and the two heuristic procedures
to the same network instance, we are able to obtain lower and upper bounds
to the optimal schedule lengths. Specifically, the inequalities zLP

N ≤ z∗N ≤
min{zIP

N , zG
N} and zLP

L ≤ z∗L ≤ min{zIP
L , zG

L } hold.
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Chapter 4

Numerical Results

We have used six different test networks of various sizes in our numerical exper-
iments. These networks are provided by the Swedish Defence Research Agency
(FOI). The numbers of the nodes and links range from 10 to 60, and from 26
to 396, respectively. For each of the test networks, the following computations
have been carried out. First, we use the general linear integer solver CPLEX
(version 7.0) [71] to solve the NSF and the LSF. Solving these two formula-
tions requires excessive computing time for large networks, we have therefore
set a time limit of 10 hours. We then apply our column generation method to
solve the LP-relaxations of the set covering formulations, NSCF and LSCF. The
column generation method is implemented using AMPL [46] and CPLEX. The
latter is used to solve both the master problem and the subproblem. Finally, we
apply the heuristics described in the previous section to compute feasible sched-
ules. We have conducted our experiments on a Sun UltraSparc station with a
400 MHz CPU and 1 GB RAM.

4.1 Node-oriented Assignment

Computational results for node-oriented assignment are summarized in Table
4.1. The second column in the table shows the number of network nodes, which
equals the number of time slots in the TDMA schedule. For the formulation NSF,
the table displays the number of time slots of the best integer solution found
within the time limit, the lower bound provided by the LP-relaxation, and the
computing time. Note that, if the computing time is less than the limit (10
hours), then the best integer solution has been proven to be optimal; otherwise
CPLEX has either not found the optimal solution, or did not verify optimality.
For the formulation NSCF, which is solved using the column generation method,
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|N | NSF (CPLEX) NSCF (Column Generation) Heuristic
Slots LP Time Slots LP Iter. Time Slots

(zIP
N ) (zLP

N ) (zG
N )

N10 10 10 10 0.1s 10 10 1 0.1s 10
N20 20 16 16 1s 16 16 10 3s 16
N30 30 21 16 10h* 21 21 12 7s 21
N40 40 15 10 10h* 15 14 43 32s 16
N50 50 28 16 10h* 23 23 46 1m19s 26
N60 60 31 17 10h* 26 26 60 4m31s 30

Table 4.1: Numerical results for node-oriented assignment. *) The maximum
computational time for CPLEX is set to 10h.

we show the number of slots of the integer solution (i.e. zIP
N ), the LP-bound (i.e.

zLP
N ), the number of column generation iterations, and the computing time. The

last column in the table shows the number of time slots of the feasible schedule
found by the greedy algorithm (i.e. zG

N ). The results of the greedy algorithm
are obtained with very little computing effort (less than a couple of seconds) for
all the test networks, we have therefore not included the solution time of this
algorithm in the table.

Based on the results in Table 4.1, we make the following observations. Formula-
tion NSF can be used to solve small network instances to optimality. However,
for large networks, this formulation is clearly not computationally efficient. In
particular, CPLEX did not manage to solve the problem to optimality for any
of the networks with more than 20 nodes. Moreover, the LP-relaxation of NSF
is very weak, when compared to the solutions found by the other methods.

The set covering formulation NSCF is more computationally efficient than NSF.
The LP-relaxation of this formulation can be solved efficiently using the column
generation method. We observe that the LP-relaxation provides very tight lower
bounds. In addition, the transmission groups generated in the column generation
procedure lead to a feasible schedule that is optimal or near-optimal. For five of
the six networks, the number of time slots of the feasible schedule, zIP

N , is equal
to the lower bound zLP

N , and is therefore optimal. For network N40, the two
values differ by one slot.

Our results show that the maximum possible spatial reuse in STDMA, which
can be measured as the ratio between |N | and zLP

N , increases by network size.
For the networks used in our experiments, this ratio ranges from 1.0 to 2.86.

We note that the greedy algorithm performs well for small networks. In par-
ticular, for networks with 30 nodes or less, the schedules found by the greedy
algorithm are optimal. For the other networks the relative difference between
zG

N and zLP
N is up to 15.4%.
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|A| LSF (CPLEX) LSCF (Column Generation) Heuristic
Slots LP Time Slots LP Iter. Time Slots

(zIP
L ) (zLP

L ) (zG
L )

N10 26 17 11 7h30m 17 17 20 6s 19
N20 134 – 24 10h* 70 70 175 4m22s 77
N30 176 – 28 10h* 94 93 111 4m23s 103
N40 184 – 21 10h* 45 43 360 15m47s 44
N50 296 – 31 10h* 85 84 445 1h32m35s 108
N60 396 – – 10h* 115 114 874 2h53m16s 131

Table 4.2: Numerical results for link-oriented assignment. *) The maximum
computational time for CPLEX is set to 10h.

4.2 Link-oriented Assignment

Table 4.2 summarizes the computational results for link-oriented assignment.
Here, the number of time slots of the TDMA schedule equals the number of
links |A|, which is shown in the second column of the table. The other columns
have the same meaning as those in Table 4.1. In addition, we use ’–’ to denote
that no solution of LSF is obtained within the time limit.

From an optimization point of view, scheduling of link-oriented assignment is
much more challenging than that of node-oriented assignment, because the for-
mer involves a much larger solution space. We observe that, using formulation
LSF, CPLEX could only solve the problem for the network with 10 nodes. For
other networks, no feasible schedule could be found within the time limit. The
column generation method solved the LP-relaxation of LSCF for all networks,
although the solution process took considerably more time than the case of node-
oriented assignment. The LP-bound is very close to the integer optimum. For
two of the six networks, optimal schedules were found using the transmission
groups generated in the column generation method. For the other cases, the
difference between zIP

L and zLP
L is one or two time slots.

We observe that spatial reuse is achieved for all the networks. In particular, the
ratio between |A| and zLP

L varies between 1.52 and 4.09. It can also be noted
that link-oriented assignment achieves higher spatial reuse than node-oriented
assignment.

The performance of the greedy heuristic varies by network instance. For network
N40, it found the best know solution (which may be optimal). For the other
networks the relative difference between zLP

L and zG
L is up to 28.5%.
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4.3 Conclusions

Resource optimization is a crucial issue for ad hoc networks. A particular op-
timization problem concerns finding a STDMA schedule with minimum length.
We have studied this optimization problem for node-oriented and link-oriented
assignment strategies. Using set covering formulations, we are able to derive a
column generation method which efficiently solves the LP-relaxations. We have
also evaluated two approaches for finding feasible schedules. The first approach
applies integer programming to the transmission groups generated in the column
generation method, and the second approach is a greedy algorithm.

Several conclusions can be drawn from our computational study. First of all, the
LP-relaxations of the set covering formulations yield very tight bounds. These
bounds are very useful for benchmarking the performance of heuristic algorithms.
Secondly, applying integer programming to the transmission groups generated
in the column generation procedure often leads to optimal or near-optimal so-
lutions. Moreover, the greedy algorithm performed well for some of the cases
in our experiments (particularly for node-oriented assignment). For other cases,
the solutions found by the algorithm are up to 28.5% from optimality. The
main advantage of this algorithm is its simplicity, which makes it an interesting
candidate for distributed implementations.
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Frequency Assignment in
Frequency Hopping GSM
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Chapter 5

Frequency Assignment in
Frequency Hopping
Networks

This chapter contains a description of how frequency hopping works in a GSM
network. Frequency hopping is an important feature in a GSM network since
the interference can be decreased. This chapter includes also a discussion of the
classical frequency assignment problem and a frequency assignment model for
frequency hopping GSM networks.

5.1 Frequency Hopping in GSM Networks

One way to increase the performance and the capacity in a GSM network is to
adopt slow Frequency Hopping (FH). FH improves the performance when the
received signal suffers from multipath fading, and FH reduces the required signal
to interference ratio [129, 145]. The infrastructure of a GSM network comprises
of BTS (see Section 1.3.1) located at a number of sites. A BTS site consists of
one or several cells. A transmission facility is often referred to as a transceiver
(TRX). Typically, a cell has several TRXs, and one frequency is allocated to
each TRX. The capacity of a cell can therefore be measured in the number of
TRXs. The capacity of a frequency is divided into eight time slots using TDMA.
A time slot that carries user traffic is known as Traffic Channel (TCH). For ad-
ministrative purposes, e.g. providing mobile terminals with control information,
there is also one Broadcast Control Channel (BCCH) in each cell. This channel
consumes one time slot, and is operated by one TRX in the cell. FH means that
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a TRX shifts frequency at every new TDMA frame, the hopping is performed
approximately 217 times per second. For a specific user, a new frequency is used
from one time slot to the next. The advantages of FH are twofold, frequency
diversity and interference diversity. The drawback with FH is that the network
components become more complex and expensive. Performance evaluations for
FH GSM networks can be found in [38, 77, 81, 104, 124, 142].

5.1.1 Frequency Diversity Gain

In wireless communications, the transmitted signal is subject to scattering. The
signal from the source is often reflected against objects and the signal that enters
the receiver is a combination of many different reflected components. These
multipath propagation components have traveled different ways and will have
different phases at the receiver antenna. In some cases, the phase difference will
lead to a weak (attenuated) summarized signal at the receiver, a so called fading
dip. A fading dip may cause severe signal degradation and information loss at
the receiver and should be avoided. This multipath fading which is dependent on
phase differences between signal components is very rapid, and this phenomenon
is also called fast fading or Rayleigh fading. The phase difference at the receiver
depends on the frequency of the wave components, since the path length is
different for different frequencies, which results in the fading being different at
different locations. If the receiver is moving, the user will experience fading dips
frequently, and the distance between the fading dips depends on the frequency
used. Changing frequency continuously is one way to reduce the influence of
fading dips and the probability of good link quality is increased. The advantage
of using FH is that the channel will not suffer severe fading dips under longer time
periods. The frequency interference gain is significant when the mobile terminal
stands still or moves slowly, and decreases when the speed is higher [12, 43, 151].
There are several factors that affect the frequency diversity gain. The number
of hopping frequencies is an important factor that affects the frequency diversity
gain. Higher gain is achieved with more hopping frequencies, but more than 8
hopping frequencies give less improvement [127, 141].

5.1.2 Interference Diversity Gain

Besides frequency diversity gain, FH also introduces interference diversity gain.
Without FH, neighboring cells with adjacent or co-channel frequencies to the
carrier frequency will interfere continuously. The interference can be severe for
certain frequencies and may lead to information loss. FH means that different
frequencies will interfere with the carrier at different time slots. Instead of having
a constant level of interference between two cells, the interference is spread
among several frequencies. For a specific carrier, only some time slots will suffer
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from high interference. From a system point of view, strong interferers are shared
between users and so called interference averaging is achieved. A GSM network
can be planned for average interference instead of worst case interference. The
interference diversity gain is dependent on the number of hopping frequencies and
interference levels from the interfering cells. A significant interference diversity
gain is obtained with as little as 3 hopping frequencies [31, 110].

The interference diversity gain consists of two parts, both related to the network
load. When pseudo-random FH is introduced, the probability of being hit by
another MS is averaged out between all frequencies in the available spectrum.
The first part leads to a gain linear to the network load, e.g. a halving of the
network load gives a gain of 3 dB. No loading gain is achieved in a non hopping
network since no averaging of interference of the different frequencies occurs. A
non hopping network must be considered for a worst case scenario. The other
part corresponds to the coding scheme used, and the coding becomes much more
efficient with lower loads, leading to a fractional loading gain [141, 143, 149].

5.1.3 Frequency Hopping Strategies

FH can be performed in two different ways, cyclic mode or random mode. In
cyclic hopping, all interfering sectors use the same hopping sequence, and a chan-
nel will be affected by the same interferers all the time. No interference diversity
is obtained with cyclic hopping [110]. Random hopping uses sequences that are
pseudo-randomly generated and interference diversity is obtained. Every cell
which performs FH must be assigned with a Hopping Sequence Number (HSN)
which may take 64 different integer values (0,1,2,..,63). HSN=0 implies cyclic
FH, and the remaining numbers are different pseudo-random sequences.

The physical ways to perform FH in a cell are baseband hopping and synthe-
sized hopping. In baseband hopping, every TRX is assigned to a fix frequency,
while the channel is shifted between the TRXs. The number of frequency car-
riers must be equal to the number of TRXs. The other scheme is synthesized
hopping, where a channel stays at a certain TRX, while the TRX shifts among
the available frequencies. In the latter method, the number of carriers is greater
than or equal to the number of TRXs. The procedure is to allocate different
Mobile Allocation Lists (MAL) of frequencies to all TRXs. The MAL contains
all the hopping frequencies for a specific TRX. Since the number of frequencies
can be more than the number of transceivers in a cell when synthesized hopping
is used, the reuse factor can be changed while the number of TRXs is fixed.

MAIO management is a method for avoiding interference in multi-sector sites.
The Mobile Allocation Index Offset (MAIO) is a parameter which takes as many
values as the number of frequencies. Carriers using the same HSN but different
MAIO, never use the same frequency within the same burst. Usually channels
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in the same cell use the same HSN but different MAIOs. By using synthesized
hopping, it is possible to allocate the same frequencies to all the sectors of a site,
since the MAIO management technique will prevent the frequencies being used
simultaneously [140, 143].

5.1.4 Common and dedicated spectrum bands for BCCH
and TCH frequencies

There are two strategies for using the frequency band for the TCH and BCCH
carriers, common band and dedicated bands. In the common band strategy both
TCH and BCCH carriers use the entire band, and a TCH can receive interfer-
ence from both TCH and BCCH carriers. In the dedicated bands strategy the
frequency band is split into two parts, one for the TCH frequencies and one
for the BCCH frequencies. In the second strategy a TCH carrier can only be
interfered by another TCH. FH is not performed at the TRXs that operates the
BCCH. Simulations done show that dedicated spectrum bands give less inter-
ference than common band strategy which suffered from severe disturbance in
the downlink [89]. It is easier to put extra TCH-TRX in an existing cell when
dedicated bands are used since the BCCH frequency plan does not have to be
changed.

5.2 Classical Frequency Assignment

One very well-known problem in operations research is the classical frequency
assignment problem (FAP). The FAP belongs to the class of NP -complete prob-
lems, which means that the problem probably can not be solved in polynomial
time. There exist two major approaches to deal with the FAP in wireless net-
works: Fixed Channel Assignment (FCA) and Dynamic Channel Assignment
(DCA). In FCA, a channel is assigned to a connection beforehand and can not
be changed on-line. In DCA the channels are changed on-line whenever the
radio connection suffers from interference and the quality requirements are not
fulfilled [12, 86]. In the following we concentrate on FCA methods.

5.2.1 Different Versions of the Frequency Assignment Prob-
lem

There exist several versions of FAP [86], e.g. minimum span, minimum order,
minimum blocking and minimum interference FAP. In the minimum span FAP,
certain soft and/or hard restrictions are given for the quality of the network.
These restrictions can be interference and separation requirements. The soft
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restrictions can be violated at some penalty cost, but the hard restrictions must
be met. The objective is to minimize the difference between the minimum and
maximum frequencies assigned, the span. A number of heuristics have been
developed for solving the minimum span problem [27, 70, 134]. Exact methods
such as lower bounding procedures are presented in [7, 8, 16, 17, 50, 69, 135].
Most of the algorithms used are related to graph coloring techniques, and ex-
cellent surveys in the field of frequency assignment are [73, 86] for example. In
[138] different algorithmic approaches are investigated. A FAP related to the
minimum span problem is minimum order FAP. Instead of minimizing the span
of frequencies, the number of frequencies is minimized. The minimum blocking
and minimum interference FAP use a fixed span of frequencies. In the minimum
blocking FAP, the goal is to assign frequencies in such a way that the overall
blocking probability of the network is minimized. The FAP that is in focus of
this thesis, is the minimum interference problem. All the frequencies in a tele-
com operators spectra are assumed to be used in the frequency assignment. The
objective is to minimize the total sum of interference in the telecom operators
network. In the rest of this chapter the discussion focuses on the minimum
interference FAP.

5.2.2 Minimum Interference Frequency Assignment Prob-
lem

In the minimum interference FAP, the total sum of the interference levels is
minimized. From the available number of frequencies, exactly one frequency is
assigned to one TRX. To avoid intolerable interference, a minimum carrier spac-
ing (separation) is introduced between different TRXs within the same cell and
BTS. Significant interference may occur between two TRXs using the same or
adjacent frequencies. The co-channel, adjacent-channel interference and separa-
tion are always given between pairs of TRXs. These parameters are specified in
three square matrices. In FAP, the BCCH frequencies and TCH frequencies can
be planned separately when different spectra are used. Hence, the FAP can be
considered as two problems, one for the TCH and one for the BCCH.

The minimum interference FAP can be stated as follows:

Given a list of TRXs and a frequency spectrum, a list of feasible frequencies for
each TRX, co-channel and adjacent channel interference matrices and separa-
tion requirements for each pair of TRXs. The problem is to assign exactly one
frequency to each TRX such that no requirements are violated and the total
cumulative interference is minimized.

The mathematical expression of the minimum interference FAP is:
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s.t.
∑
i∈Fp

xip = 1, ∀p (5.2)

xip + xjq ≤ 1, ∀i ∈ Fp, j ∈ Fq : fij < dpq, ∀p, q (5.3)
xip = 0/1, ∀i ∈ Fp, ∀p (5.4)

The variables in the FAP model are:

xip =
{

1 if frequency i is assigned to TRX p
0 otherwise.

The parameters used in the FAP model are

cco
pq = co-channel interference between interfering TRX p and serving

TRX q.
cadj
pq = adjacent channel interference between interfering TRX p and

serving TRX q.
fij = the distance between the frequencies i and j.
dpq = separation requirement between TRX p and TRX q.
Fp = the set of feasible frequencies at TRX p.

The parameters aco
ij and aadj

ij in the objective function are assignment parameters
and can be expressed as follows

aco
ij =

{
1 if i and j are the same frequency
0 otherwise.

and

aadj
ij =

{
1 if i and j are adjacent frequencies
0 otherwise.

The co-channel and adjacent-channel interference form two matrices. The co-
channel interference matrix and the adjacent-channel interference matrix may
not be symmetric, i.e. usually cco

pq �= cco
qp and cadj

pq �= cadj
qp . The separation

requirement dpq between TRXs is stored in a matrix which is symmetric. The
separation constraint (5.3) states that no two frequencies with a distance fij less
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than separation requirement dpq can be assigned to TRX p and TRX q. When i
and j are equal, the distance is fij = 0. If there are no separation requirements
between a pair of TRXs, the corresponding dpq should be less than zero. The
constraint (5.2) ensures that only one of the feasible frequencies in the set Fp

can be assigned to TRX p.

In the literature, several heuristics have successfully generated good feasible
solutions. In [30] a tabu search heuristic is used for the problem of maximizing
the sum of traffic loads offered by different regions. Other approaches with a tabu
search heuristic are presented in [32]. Several heuristic algorithms are tested in
[25, 117]. Graph theoretical planning techniques are presented in [51]. In [26]
an entirely new integer programming formulation for the fixed span problem is
developed and a heuristic method to solve the model is presented. In [92] an
evolutionary optimization method is used to the fixed span problem.

5.3 Frequency Assignment in Frequency Hop-
ping Networks

Most of the research in frequency assignment deals with non hopping networks.
The corresponding planning problem becomes much more complex as soon as FH
is introduced. The FAP in FH networks (FAPH) is a generalization of classical
FAP. From an optimization point of view, FAPH is in general considerably more
difficult than FAP. The main reason for this complexity lies in the larger number
of possible lists of frequencies.

5.3.1 Previous Research

The frequency hopping FAP has not been investigated to the same extent as
the classic FAP. In [128] a model using Markov chains is developed. The model
measures a test subscriber in a dynamic traffic case. In the model, two types of
cost functions are used, the long term bit erasure rate and the bad quality cost
function. The cost functions have different complexity levels and the solutions
are obtained by a dynamic channel assignment policy in an FCA network.

Some important contributions are the work from a research group at Aalborg
University, CPK, Denmark, which will be covered in more detail. The contri-
butions are from [141, 143]. The model is developed to study the combined
effect from all the serving channels in the resource allocation process. An allo-
cation algorithm has been developed, which takes into consideration the impact
of frequency and interference diversity as well as fractional loading gain. The
algorithm is a heuristic algorithm, a combination of a search tree and a dy-
namic constraint setting. The idea is to minimize the interference cost function
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in a given network with existing base stations and frequencies. The model in
[141, 143] includes both co-channel and adjacent-channel interference, and the
use of dedicated spectrum bands for the TCH and BCCH carriers gives two
separate cost functions, one for the TCH layer and one for the BCCH layer.
The input data are two input files, one describing the interference between cells
(interference matrix) and the other describing the requirements for each cell, i.e.
how many and which frequencies are allocated (carrier database). A relationship
between the interference reduction factor (frequency diversity gain) and the MS
speed is presented. The relationship has been developed through simulations,
where both random and sequential FH have been investigated. Hopping over as
much as 8 frequencies gives a frequency diversity gain of 39 % compared to a non-
hopping network. A relationship for the interference diversity gain as a function
of network load is developed. Most of the gain is achieved when 3 frequencies are
used for hopping. In the interference cost function presented in [141, 143], the
adjacent-channel interference is the co-channel interference weighted by a factor
0.015. The initial solution is obtained by randomly choosing frequencies for each
cell. Constraints such as separation requirements are not violated which give a
feasible initial solution. The algorithm continues to change the frequencies with
the highest cost function coefficients. To obtain good solutions the algorithm
includes constraints to cut off the worst interferers.

5.3.2 Problem Definition

The frequency assignment problem includes both TCH and BCCH frequencies,
but with separate spectra. Therefore the assignment problem can be divided
into two separate and similar planning problems. The interference from the
BCCH spectrum to the TCH spectrum is negligible compared to the interference
between frequencies in each band. Since it is necessary to have one BCCH in
each cell, only one of the TRXs in a cell is used for the BCCH. The planning of
the BCCH frequencies can be considered as a classic FAP. The remaining TRXs
in a cell will be assigned with TCHs. The TCH-TRXs in a cell are grouped into
a Super Transceiver (STRX). Instead of allocating frequencies to single TCH-
TRXs, a MAL is allocated to every STRX. The MAL must contain at least as
many frequencies as the number of TRXs in the STRX. Since synthesized FH
is used, it is possible to allocate a number of frequencies to an STRX, which is
larger than the number or TRXs. The case in which there is only one TRX in
the STRX and the MAL length is one is identical to the classical FAP.

The minimum interference FAPH can be stated as follows:

Given a set of STRXs and a set of frequencies, a set of feasible frequencies for
each STRX, the minimum and maximum lengths of the MAL for each STRX,
the co-channel and the adjacent channel interference for every pair of STRXs,
the frequency diversity gain and the interference diversity gain, the separation
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requirement for each STRX, as well as the separation requirements between some
pairs of STRXs. The problem is to assign a MAL to each STRX, such that no
separation requirement is violated, and that the total cumulative co-channel and
adjacent-channel interference is minimized.

5.3.3 Mathematical Formulation

To formulate FAPH mathematically, we introduce the following parameters.

cco
pq = the co-channel interference between STRX p and STRX q,

where p is the interfering STRX.
cadj
pq = the adjacent channel interference between STRX p and STRX q,

where p is the interfering STRX.
fij = the distance between MALs i and j in the frequency spectrum.
dpq = the minimum distance between the MALs at STRX p and STRX q.
Rp = the set of feasible frequencies at STRX p.
Np = the number of TRXs in STRX p.

The variables in the FAPH model are:

xip =
{

1 if MAL i is assigned to STRX p
0 otherwise.
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s.t.
∑
i∈Fp

xip = 1, ∀p (5.6)

xip + xjq ≤ 1, ∀i ∈ Rp, j ∈ Rq : fij < dpq, ∀p, q (5.7)
xip = 0/1, ∀i ∈ Rp, ∀p (5.8)

The scaling factors aco
ij and aadj

ij for the FAPH are

aco
ij =

|Mi ∩ Mj |
|Mi||Mj| g(|Mi|, |Mj|) (5.9)
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aadj
ij =

|(f : f ∈ Mi, f + 1 ∈ Mj)| + |(f : f ∈ Mi, f − 1 ∈ Mj)|
|Mi||Mj | g(|Mi|, |Mj |).

(5.10)

Mi and Mj are the MALs for STRX p and STRX q respectively. The factor
g(|Mi|, |Mj |) is a function which includes the gain from FH. The gain factor is
explained in more depth in Section 7.1. For the computation of aco

ij and aadj
ij

see Appendix A. The classical FAP is a special case of FAPH where aco
ij and

aadj
ij are either zero or one. The set Rp contains all the feasible MALs for an

STRX p with respect to separation requirements and minimum and maximum
lengths of the MAL. In the classic FAP, the set Rp can only contain MALs of
length 1, i.e. |Rp| = 1, ∀p. Constraint (5.6) ensures that every STRX is assigned
to exactly one MAL. Constraint (5.7) takes care of the separation requirement
between pairs of STRXs.
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Chapter 6

Solution Methods for
Frequency Hopping
Networks

One way to obtain good solutions is to apply different heuristic methods. The
meaning of the word heuristic is find or discover and comes originally from the
Greek word heuriskein. A heuristic does not necessarily solve the problem to
optimality, but usually delivers good quality feasible solutions.

Local search is used in many heuristic methods. Suppose we have a minimization
problem over a set of feasible solutions. Local search considers only a subset of
the solution space, because very often it is not practical to consider the entire
space. In continuous optimization, the subset or neighborhood is usually defined
as all solutions within a given distance from the present solution. In the discrete
case we have to replace the distance by some other measure, e.g. all solutions
that can be reached by changing the value of one binary variable. The local
search method searches the neighborhood of the current solution to find an
improvement. The steepest descent method selects the neighbor which gives the
largest improvement compared to the present solution. The solution space is
explored by repeatedly moving from the current to neighboring feasible solutions.
If no solution in the neighborhood results in a lower cost function value, the
current solution is taken as the final solution, which is a local optimum. If the
neighborhood is large, there is a greater probability of finding good solutions. On
the other hand, a large neighborhood results in increased computational time.
Since the solution space can contain several local optima, methods are needed to
continue the search for other local optima. Such heuristics are sometimes called
meta heuristics, and two which are well known in this class are Tabu Search and
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Simulated Annealing.

6.1 Construction of an Initial Solution

To obtain an initial solution for the meta heuristic algorithms, a feasible solution
such that the MAL length for STRX p equals the minimum requirement is con-
sidered. Such an assignment is a feasible solution to the corresponding classical
FAP. A constructive heuristic is used to create an initial solution. The construc-
tive heuristic considers one STRX at a time and assigns the minimum number
of frequencies required. The frequencies for a certain STRX can be chosen in
different ways. One way is to randomly choose the minimum number of feasible
frequencies to an STRX, and another is to choose the frequencies in a greedy
manner. In the greedy procedure, the frequency that yields the least additional
interference is chosen until the minimum number of frequencies are assigned to
the MAL. Computational experiments show that choosing frequencies randomly
gives very poor initial solutions. The solutions of a tabu search heuristic from
a very poor initial solution also tends to be poor [25], therefore the initial solu-
tions will be constructed in a greedy manner. Another concern in constructing
an initial solution is the order in which the STRXs are considered. The STRXs
can be taken randomly or by their indices. Another strategy is to first assign
MALs to STRXs that have a significant performance impact on the rest of the
network, for example by sorting the STRXs in a decreasing order according to
the sum of the interferences to other STRXs.

6.2 Mobile Allocation List Generation

To use solution strategies such as local search or meta heuristics, it is important
to define the neighborhood structure of the specific problem, in our case the
FAPH. Usually, the neighborhood consists of all neighboring solutions that can
be reached from the present solution by some predefined exchange operation,
which we call a move.

In our case, we have as many neighbors as there are STRXs in the problem.
The exchange operation for STRX p, is defined as replacing the current MAL
of STRX p with the optimal MAL, while all other MALs are being fixed (see
Figure 6.1).

Definition: The neighborhood is defined by all solutions that can be obtained
by replacing the MAL for a single STRX by the optimal one, with all other
MALs being fixed.

In order to evaluate a neigbor, we need to find the optimal MAL for an STRX.
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Figure 6.1: Illustration of the neighborhood structure.

This can be formulated as an integer programming problem, see Section 6.2.1.

6.2.1 Integer Programming Model for MAL Generation

The MAL generation problem can be formulated as an integer programming
problem. The procedure for the integer programming approach is to generate
and assign a MAL to an STRX p. When an STRX is chosen the rest of the
solution is fixed. Since the rest of the solution is known it is only the MAL of
STRX p that will be changed. The MAL that will be assigned to STRX p has
length l. The MAL assigned to STRX p must at least contain Np frequencies,
otherwise one or several TRXs in STRX p are not assigned a frequency. The
problem of finding the optimal MAL for STRX p can be approached by solving
the fixed length problem with all feasible length values, mp ≤ l ≤ np.

mp = the minimum length of the MAL assigned to STRX p.
np = the maximum length of the MAL assigned to STRX p.

The index p is kept fixed in the following mathematical descriptions, i.e. for
a specific STRX p, the optimal MAL of length l is constructed. The MALs
assigned to the other STRXs do not change during the MAL construction for
STRX p.

The values in the co-channel and adjacent-channel interference matrices must be
scaled to the current situation by the scaling factors aco

ij and aadj
ij . Therefore it is

important to know which frequencies are common in STRX p and STRX q and
which are adjacent. The length of the MAL for STRX p is known to be l, and
the co-channel scaling factor between STRX p and STRX q is determined by the
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common frequencies. No co-channel interference will occur if MAL p and MAL
q are disjoint sets. The integer programming model uses the following variables

zvp =
{

1 if frequency v is choosen in MAL for STRX p
0 otherwise.

yco
pq = the number of common frequencies between STRX p and STRX q.

yadj
pq = the number of frequencies between STRX p and STRX q such that the

spacing is 1.

The following parameters are used in the integer programming model

eco
vq =

{
1 if common frequency v is present in MAL for STRX q
0 otherwise.

eadj
vq =

{
1 if adjacent frequency v is present in MAL for STRX q
0 otherwise.

Fp = the set of feasible frequencies at STRX p.

dp = the minimum distance between the frequencies in the MAL assigned to
STRX p.

dpq = the minimum distance between the MALs at STRX p and STRX q.

fvw = the distance between MALs v and w in the frequency spectrum.

The parameter dp is the frequency separation requirement for the MAL assigned
to STRX p. For two frequencies to be both present in the MAL at STRX p,
they must have a distance of at least dp in the frequency spectrum.

Assume that the MALs for STRX p and STRX q are Mi and Mj . The number
of common frequencies for the STRX p and STRX q can be expressed as

yco
pq = |Mi ∩ Mj |. (6.1)

The number of adjacent frequencies can be expressed as

yadj
pq = |(f : f ∈ Mi, f + 1 ∈ Mj)| + |(f : f ∈ Mi, f − 1 ∈ Mj)|. (6.2)

Scaled co-channel and adjacent-channel interference parameters cco
pq and cadj

pq , are

cco
pq =

cco
pqNpg(l, |Mj|)

l|Mj| (6.3)
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cadj
pq =

cadj
pq Npg(l, |Mj|)

l|Mj| . (6.4)

A model formulation for optimizing a MAL for STRX p while the rest of the
network is fixed can be expressed as

min
∑

q:q �=p

(c̄co
pq + c̄co

qp) · yco
pq +

∑
q:q �=p

(c̄adj
pq + c̄adj

qp ) · yadj
pq (6.5)

s.t.
∑
v∈Fp

zvp = l (6.6)

∑
v∈Fp

eco
vqzvp = yco

pq ∀p �= q (6.7)

∑
v∈Fp

∑
w∈Fq :fvw=1

eadj
wq zvp = yadj

pq ∀p �= q (6.8)

zvp + zwp ≤ 1 ∀v, w ∈ Fp : fvw < dp (6.9)
zvp = 0 ∀v ∈ Fp, ∃w ∈ Mj :

fvw < dpq (6.10)
zvp = 0/1 ∀v ∈ Fp (6.11)
yco

pq, y
adj
pq ∈ Z+ ∀p �= q. (6.12)

The length of the MAL for STRX p is l and constraint (6.6) ensures that the
number of feasible frequencies chosen is l. Constraint (6.7) summarizes the
number of common frequencies between STRX p and STRX q. In a similar way,
constraint (6.8) deals with the sum of adjacent frequencies between STRX p and
STRX q. The separation requirement in the MAL for STRX p must be valid.
Constraint (6.9) ensures that two frequencies v and w can not be assigned to
the same MAL, unless the internal separation requirement dp is fulfilled. Finally
constraint (6.10) ensures that the separation requirement between two STRXs
is valid. If frequency w is assigned to MAL Mj , the frequency v can not be
assigned to the MAL for STRX p if the distance is smaller than dpq.

The model can be expressed in a more compact form. The constraints (6.7) and
(6.8) can be substituted into the cost function (6.5). The cost function can be
rewritten as

∑
q:q �=p

(c̄co
pq + c̄co

qp)y
co
pq +

∑
q:q �=p

(c̄adj
pq + c̄adj

qp )yadj
pq

=
∑

q:q �=p

(c̄co
pq + c̄co

qp)
∑
v∈Fp

eco
vqzvp +

∑
q:q �=p

(c̄adj
pq + c̄adj

qp )
∑
v∈Fp

∑
w∈Fq:fvw=1

eadj
wq zvp

=
∑
v∈Fp

∑
q:q �=p

(c̄co
pq + c̄co

qp)e
co
vqzvp +

∑
v∈Fp

∑
w∈Fq :fvw=1

∑
q:q �=p

(c̄adj
pq + c̄adj

qp )eadj
wq zvp
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=
∑
v∈Fp

bco
vpzvp +

∑
v∈Fp

badj
vp zvp

The parameter bvp = bco
vp + badj

vp is a sum of contributions from co-channel and
adjacent channel interference and does not depend on the variable z. bco

vp and
badj
vp have following expressions:

bco
vp =

∑
q:q �=p

(cco
pq + cco

qp)evq (6.13)

badj
vp =

∑
w∈Fq:fvw=1

∑
q:q �=p

(cadj
pq + cadj

qp )ewq (6.14)

The mathematical formulation for finding the optimal MAL length l can be
expressed in the compact form as

min
∑
v∈Fp

bvpzvp (6.15)

s.t.
∑
v∈Fp

zvp = l (6.16)

zvp + zwp ≤ 1 ∀v, w : fvw ≤ dp (6.17)
zvp = 0 ∀v ∈ Fp, ∃w ∈ Mj :

fvw < dpq (6.18)
zvp = 0/1 ∀v ∈ Fp (6.19)

6.2.2 A Greedy Algorithm

One way of solving the MAL generation problem is to use commercial optimiza-
tion software. In this case we find the optimal solution with Integer Programming
(IP). Another possibility is to use a heuristic, e.g. the following greedy heuristic:

Algorithm: Greedy (GR)

1. Start with an empty MAL, S0 = ∅ and t = 0.

2. Choose a feasible frequency f with respect to separation requirements,
whose additional cost is minimum. If no such frequency exists, stop.

3. Set t=t+1, St = St−1 ∪ {f} and update separation requirements.

4. If |St| = l, stop otherwise go to step 2.
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In this case we have a slightly modified neighborhood, since we no longer can
guarantee an optimal MAL. The MALs generated using the GR approach tends
to be near-optimal. Usually in local search, all neighbors are different from the
current solution. However, in our case it may happen that the current MAL is
already optimal, and this can be handled in two ways; either we do not allow
this, i.e. we force the model to find the best MAL - but not the same as the
current one, or we simply allow the same solution to be generated. These two
strategies are controlled by two parameters, Modify Length (ML) and Optimize
Length (OL). These parameters can be used one at a time or weighted together.
The ML approach always chooses the best MAL with different length compared
to the one that is already assigned to the STRX. The OL approach always selects
the best MAL no matter what length the previous assigned MAL had. When
both ML and OL are used simultaneously, different weight combinations can be
used. The parameter weights can take integer values from 0 to 10. For example
when OL=1 and ML=1 the probability of choosing one of the options is the
same. If one of the weights is set to zero, the corresponding parameter is not
active.

Another possibility of a neighbor structure is to base the exchange strategy on
classical add and/or drop operations (AD). In this case we will not regenerate
the same MAL. Preliminary computational results showed however, that this
strategy is not as efficient as the previous one.

6.3 The Tabu Search Algorithm

The tabu search heuristic, see [55], uses a local search method, and by applying
different attributes in the solution space, certain solutions can attain tabu status.
To avoid unnecessary repetition of moves around a local optimum, i.e. cycling,
the solutions which attain tabu status can not be chosen for a predefined number
of iterations or a certain time span, called the tabu tenure. Often it is too
expensive in terms of computational effort to store all the recent solutions, so
instead certain key attributes are stored. In tabu search, the attributes and tabu
tenure to a solution which has tabu status are stored in a tabu list. On some
occasions, the tabu status is too strict and may block good moves. Aspiration
criteria are introduced into tabu search when a tabu status for a solution can
be over-ridden. One simple example of the aspiration criteria is to allow a move
to be made when the new solution has a better solution than the currently
best found. The neighborhood in tabu search is the original neighborhood with
solutions from the tabu list removed.

The FAPH model described in Section 5.3.3 can be solved by a tabu search
heuristic, a meta heuristic that has been successful in solving many difficult
combinatorial optimization problems. The tabu search heuristic is a combined
MAL generation and assignment procedure. Starting from an initial feasible
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solution, the tabu search attempts to change the current MAL solution, following
the neighborhood definition in Section 6.2, and search for an improved objective
function value. Feasibility is kept in every iteration and the best solution found
after termination gives the final solution.

Evaluating all neighbors in every iteration will lead to very long computation
times, and makes it difficult to escape from local optima. Therefore, a restricted
neighborhood is chosen. This restricted neighborhood contains only a subset of
all the STRXs in the network.

MAL modification of a certain STRX in the restricted neighborhood is an im-
portant part of the tabu search algorithm. The solution procedure for the tabu
search heuristic, from the current solution is to pick one of the STRXs and keep
the MALs of the other STRXs fixed. Generating an optimal MAL for an STRX
while keeping the others fixed can be formulated as a linear integer problem as
described in Section 6.2.1.

When the MAL is chosen for one of the STRXs in the restricted neighborhood,
the new MAL and interference value are stored, and the original MAL is as-
signed. The procedure continues by choosing the next STRX in the restricted
neighborhood and repeating the MAL modification part. When the solution pro-
cedure has gone through all STRXs in the restricted neighborhood, the MAL
which yields the lowest interference value is assigned to the STRX. The STRX
with a modified MAL is added to the tabu list. A new restricted neighborhood
is sampled, and the solution procedure is repeated. The STRXs in the tabu list
cannot be chosen during the length of the tabu tenure, except when an aspiration
criteria is valid. If a better solution than the best one is found, the aspiration
criteria overrides the tabu status of the STRX.

Algorithm: Tabu Search

1. Given a feasible initial solution.

2. Select the size of the restricted neighborhood (SZ), length of the tabu
tenure (TBL) and the number of iterations (M). Select IP or GR as solution
strategy, and the values of OL and ML.

3. For the number of iterations i = 1, .., M.

(a) Sample a restricted neighborhood in the network
(b) For the STRXs in the restricted neighborhood

i. Calculate the MAL for STRX p.
ii. Store the calculated MAL and interference value and assign the

original MAL to STRX p.
(c) Assign the MAL to the STRX in the restricted neighborhood that re-

sults in the smallest interference value, taking tabu list and aspiration
criteria into account.
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6.4 The Simulated Annealing Algorithm

Simulated annealing as a meta heuristic for optimization problems has been
around for more than 20 years. The origin of the technique of simulated an-
nealing comes from cooling heated materials. In the beginning of the 1980s the
idea was born that this could be used in the search of feasible solutions of opti-
mization problems, see [82]. The simulated annealing technique can be seen as
an extension of the local search method. In simulated annealing, moves which
deteriorate the solution are allowed, e.g. in a minimization problem uphill moves
are accepted. The acceptance of an inferior solution is described by a probability
function. The probability function depends on a control parameter t (tempera-
ture) and the magnitude of the difference δ. δ is the difference between the new
and the current cost function values. The acceptance probability for an inferior
solution can be expressed as

p(t, δ) = e−
δ
t . (6.20)

The temperature parameter is not constant, and after one or several iterations,
t is decreased. When t becomes smaller, the acceptance probability decreases.
To examine whether an inferior solution will be accepted or not, a number r
between 0 and 1 is randomly generated. If r is smaller than the acceptance
probability, the inferior solution is accepted. It is easier to accept poor solutions
in the beginning of the simulation.

The temperature is reduced after a number of iterations by a reduction function
α(t). The simplest reduction function used is α(t) = at, where a < 1. Another
commonly used cooling function is α(t) = t

1+βt where β is a small value. For
other reduction functions see [9, 120]. The initial temperature must be ”hot”
enough to allow the final solution to be independent of the initial solution. If the
temperature parameter is not sufficiently high at the start, the algorithm will
only explore a small fraction of the solution space. There can be a lot of mod-
ifications to the simulated annealing algorithm, e.g. using different acceptance
probability functions.

The initial solution is constructed in a greedy manner as explained in Section
6.1. In the simulated annealing algorithm, an STRX is randomly selected from
the total number of STRXs. The optimal MAL is calculated in exact the same
way as in the tabu search algorithm, which is described in Section 6.3. Calculate
the deviation δ, which is the difference between the newly found cost function
value and the current cost function value. If the new solution has a lower cost
function value compared to the present solution, δ is negative. The new solution
is assigned and a new STRX is again randomly selected. If the deviation δ is
positive, the new solution is accepted according to a probability function. To
evaluate whether the solution is accepted or not, a number r, r ∈ (0, 1), is
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randomly generated. If r is smaller than the acceptance probability, the new
solution is assigned.

Algorithm: Simulated Annealing

1. Given an initial solution.

2. Select IP or GR, weights for the ML and OL parameters, and the number
of iterations M .

3. For i = 1, ..., M .

(a) Randomly select an STRX.

(b) Calculate MAL for the randomly selected STRX.

(c) Calculate the deviation δ.

(d) If δ < 0, assign the MAL to the randomly selected STRX.

(e) If δ ≥ 0 generate r uniformly in the range [0,1]. If r < e−
δ
t assign

the MAL to the randomly selected STRX otherwise keep the present
solution.

(f) Reduce the temperature according to the cooling function.

Figure 6.2: The cooling function with different beta values and M=100 000
iterations.
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Instead of using temperatures at the start and at the end of the procedure,
acceptance probabilities are given. The probability P0 corresponds to the prob-
ability that a solution that is one unit worse is accepted in the first iteration
of the simulation. The probability P1 corresponds to the probability at the end
of the simulation in a similar manner. From the acceptance probabilities, the
beginning and final temperatures are calculated. The cooling function for the
temperature which handles both the linear and non linear case is

t(i) = t0 +
t1 − t0

M−1
1+β(M−1)

i − 1
1 + β(i − 1)

. (6.21)

The parameters t0 and t1 are the temperatures in the beginning and at the end
of the simulation, M is the total number of iterations and i is the iteration
number, starting with i = 1 and ending with i = M . The cooling function for
different beta values are compared in Figure 6.2. β = 0 corresponds to a linear
cooling function and increasing the β value results in a decreased probability for
accepting a worse solution.
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Chapter 7

Computational Results for
Frequency Hopping

7.1 Input data

The data needed to solve the FAPH are a carrier database, interference matrices
and separation requirements. The carrier database consists of the number of
sites, number of cells at each site and the number of carriers in each cell. The
number of carriers/cell is equivalent to the number of TRXs/cell. Instead of
considering each TRX separately, all TRXs in a cell are grouped into STRXs,
see Figure 7.1. The interference matrices are the co-channel interference matrix
and the adjacent-channel interference matrix. The interference matrices are
given in the form of STRX to STRX interference. The interference matrices
are N · N matrices, with N equals the number STRXs in the network. The
co-channel interference matrix describes for each STRX the amount of traffic
(in Erlang) that it fails to serve if all TRXs suffer from co-channel interference
continuously. Similarly, the adjacent-channel matrix describes the amount of
traffic (in Erlang) an STRX fails to serve when all its TRXs are disturbed by
adjacent-channel interference all the time. In the input data, the interference-
matrix values are scaled with a voice activity factor equal to 0.5 due to the
use of discontinuous transmission. The use of power control will decrease the
amount of interference in the network and a factor of magnitude 0.5 is used to
compensate for power control.

Data from a real life GSM network (URBAN) from a larger city is used. The
GSM network contains 309 BTS with totally 421 cells and 785 TRXs. The
network has 421 BCCH carriers and 364 TCH carriers. The spectrum for this
GSM network consists of 53 frequencies which are split into two separate spectra,
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Figure 7.1: Example of how several TRXs in a cell can be transformed into
STRXs.

Instance Cells TRXs BCCH TCH TCH TCH BCCH
TRXs TRXs STRXs freqs freqs

URBAN 421 785 421 364 305 29 24
NORR25 65 181 65 116 53 28 22
NORR85 187 482 187 295 134 26 15
NORR400 892 2592 892 1700 802 27 10

Table 7.1: Size and characteristics of different network instances.

one for the BCCH which consists of 24 frequencies and the other for the TCH
which consists of 29 frequencies. We will only consider the planning problem
for the TCH part since our main focus is on planning FH networks. The TCH
TRXs are grouped into 305 STRXs. Several synthesized networks are also used:
NORR25, NORR85 and NORR400. Table 7.1 shows the sizes and characteristics
of the instances.

The interference matrices have values of very different magnitude and also con-
tain many elements which are zero. The co-channel interference matrix of the
URBAN instance, has a largest value of 1013 and smallest 6.25 · 10−6 and only
approximately 16 % of the elements are nonzero. The adjacent-channel inter-
ference matrix for the URBAN instance has a span from 6.25 · 10−6 to 423 and
only 7 % of the elements are nonzero.

Separation requirements are needed to avoid severe interference. Three different
types of separation requirements are needed.

· Intracell separation which is the separation requirement between two fre-
quencies assigned in the same cell. Separation is usually 3 which means at
least two frequencies in between are required.

· Intrasite separation which is the separation requirement between frequen-
cies assigned to different STRXs in the same site. Separation is usually 2,
which means no co-channel or adjacent-channel frequencies are allowed.

· Intercell separation which is the separation between two cells not in the
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Scenario Network load (%) Mobile terminal speed (m/s)
1 30 1
2 60 6

Table 7.2: Network scenarios.

Number of frequencies
Scenario 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 ≥ 9

1 0 -2 -3.2 -4.2 -5.0 -5.6 -5.8 -6.0 -6.0
2 0 -1 -1.6 -2.1 -2.5 -2.8 -2.9 -3.0 -3.0

Table 7.3: Frequency diversity gain in dB.

same site. This type of separation is sometimes present for some STRXs
and is usually at most 2.

The separation requirements are described by the separation matrix, which has
the form of N ·N . The values in the diagonal represent the intracell separation
while the others are intercell and intrasite separation.

When using FH, two types of gain are introduced, frequency diversity gain and
interference diversity gain. In the model these types of gain are summarized
in a function g(|Mi|, |Mj |) which takes a positive value less or equal to 1. The
gain function g(|Mi|, |Mj|) depends on the number of frequencies in the MALs
assigned to both the serving and interfering STRX. The frequency diversity gain
is dependent on the speed of the MS and the number of frequencies |Mj | used
in the serving cell. The interference diversity gain is dependent on the network
load and the number of frequencies in both the serving and the interfering cell.
The interference diversity gain comprises of two parts, one directly related to the
network load and the other linked to the fractional loading gain. The fractional
loading gain is a function of the product of the MAL lengths for the serving
cell and interfering cell. The two scenarios we use in the optimization model
are shown in Table 7.2 and originates from [143]. Scenario 1 has 30 % load and
the MS moves with a speed of 1 m/s while in scenario 2 the load is doubled
to 60 % and the speed of the MS is increased to 6 m/s. Frequency diversity
gain and interference diversity gain for both scenarios originate from practical
experience [127] and simulation results [141, 143, 149]. Table 7.3 and Table 7.4
show the gain factors for the two scenarios. The interference diversity gain factor
is linearly interpolated from Table 7.4.

The frequency hopping method used is synthesized hopping. The frequencies
are not divided into clusters such as for example 3/9 and 4/12. The TRXs are
assumed to have a bandwidth large enough to handle the feasible frequencies
in the spectrum, and all TRXs can handle all frequencies as long as the con-
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Product of two MAL lengths
Scenario 1 4 9 16 ≥ 16

1 0 -6.1288 -6.3788 -6.48 -6.48
2 0 -2.72 -2.82 -2.92 -2.92

Table 7.4: Interference diversity gain in dB. (The gain factors for other values
are linearly interpolated from the values in the table.)

Solution SZ (%) TBL ML/OL Iterations Interference
procedure

GR 3 100 7/1 100 000 293.92
IP 3 100 7/1 100 000 293.36
GR 15 3 7/1 1000 399.85
IP 15 3 7/1 1000 396.23
GR 50 7 7/1 1000 420.21
IP 50 7 7/1 1000 416.71

Table 7.5: Comparing simulation results from IP and GR approaches in URBAN
instance, scenario 2.

straints to the FAPH are satisfied. The initial solutions were constructed in a
greedy manner for the different instances, see Section 6.1. For the real life net-
work URBAN the initial solutions have interference values 364.25 and 527.76 for
scenario 1 and scenario 2, respectively. The results obtained from the different
solution strategies for the FAPH are compared to the non hopping FAP and 1/1
planning.

7.2 Tabu Search Heuristic Experiments

To evaluate the FAPH model for a FH GSM network, a tabu search heuris-
tic is used. To solve the single STRX linear integer problem which arises in
the implementation, an add/drop procedure (AD), greedy procedure (GR) or a
commercial optimization software tool is used (IP). The optimization software
used is CPLEX 6.6 and the GR and AD algorithms are implemented in Matlab
6.0. Each of the solution procedures can be used stand-alone or be weighted
together. To evaluate the influence of the solution procedure parameters, GR
and IP approaches are compared, also weights of AD and GR combinations are
compared. In Table 7.5 solutions from GR and IP are compared for the URBAN
instance.

The IP procedure gives a slight improvement over the GR approach. The two
simulations on the top of Table 7.5 with a restricted neighborhood of STRXs
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(SZ) of 3 % and tabu list length (TBL) of 100 have been computed with 100
000 iterations for the URBAN instance with scenario 2. The IP is only slightly
better, but the simulation time is much longer. The IP procedure needed 37.5
hours and the GR procedure needed 17.8 hours for 100 000 iterations. The other
results in Table 7.5 are for 1000 iterations. When SZ is 15 % and TBL is 3, the
solution time for the GR procedure is 47 minutes and 105 minutes for the IP
procedure. Even if the parameter settings are changed, the differences in inter-
ference values are small when comparing the GR and IP solution procedures.
In the forthcoming simulations, the greedy solution procedure will be used in-
stead of IP since the computational time of the latter is almost two times longer
and the improvement is very moderate. In Figure 7.2, a comparison is made
between GR and IP parameter setting with ML/OL=7/1, SZ=15 %, TBL=3
for the URBAN instance and scenario 2. The interference value as a function of
the simulation time, shows that GR obtains a good solution faster than the IP
procedure. Similar results are obtained also for the other instances.
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Figure 7.2: Comparision between GR and IP solution procedure with
ML/OL=7/1, SZ=15 %, TBL=3 for the URBAN instance scenario 2.

A comparison between AD and GR solution strategies has also been made.
Comparing AD and GR shows that GR leads to better solutions independent
of the other parameter values used. When using different weights of the AD
and GR parameters, simulations showed that GR and AD gave less interference
than weighting the two strategies together. Other simulations made for both
scenarios indicate that a GR solution strategy is preferable.
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7.2.1 Modify Length or Optimize Length

Using a GR solution procedure the influence of the OL and ML parameters
have a significant impact on the solution found. When the OL parameter was
large compared to the ML parameter, the simulation often got caught in a local
optimum very fast. Even when the OL parameter was of the same size as the ML
parameter, it did not force the algorithm out of a local optimum. Experiments
indicate that a parameter setting of ML=7 and OL=1 gave the best performance
in both scenarios encountered.

7.2.2 Size of the Restricted Neighborhood and Tabu Length

In the restricted neighborhood, the STRXs are chosen randomly. Simulations
have been made for different sizes SZ of the restricted neighborhood, from 3%
to 100%, (100% corresponds to all STRXs being taken into consideration). Sim-
ulations have also been made when the SZ is randomized in every iteration.
Different tests show that the interference calculated is high and no good solu-
tions were found. When SZ becomes larger than 40 %, a local optimum is found
rather quickly and the algorithm is unable to force the solutions out of the local
optimum.

The combination of using a small SZ and a long TBL, results in such behavior
that the algorithm does not get caught in a local minimum. Simulating over 100
000 iterations with SZ of 3 % and 5 % and TBL between 50 and 100 decreases
the interference values significantly. Interference values under 300 are obtained
for the URBAN instance scenario 2 when SZ is as small as 3% and TBL is 100,
see Table 7.7. Similar results are obtained for scenario 1, where a SZ of 3 % and
TBL of 100 results in an interference of 150.32, see Table 7.6. The initial solution
has a MAL of minimum length, the number of frequencies assigned in the MAL
equals the number of TRXs in the STRX. The average MAL length ratio for the
initial solution is 1. The tabu search simulations assign more frequencies to the
MALs and obtain lower interference in the network. The average MAL length
ratios have been increased to a value of between 1.170 and 1.225 for scenario 2
and between 1.431 and 1.552 for scenario 1, see Table 7.7 and Table 7.6. The
MAL lengths have increased by 17.0 % to 22.5 % for scenario 2 and 43.1 % to
55.2 % for scenario 1. Scenario 1 for which the network load is only 30 % and
with a relatively slow MS speed of 1 m/s can use more frequencies in the MALs
due to a higher FH gain.
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SZ (%) TBL Interference Increase in Solution
MAL length Time (s)

5 50 177.98 1.495 99729
5 65 174.54 1.478 102646
5 75 167.16 1.500 100290
5 100 153.03 1.459 102083
3 50 160.26 1.431 62120
3 65 153.45 1.519 61545
3 75 152.02 1.508 61887
3 100 150.32 1.552 61758

Table 7.6: Interference with a small neighborhood and long tabu list for URBAN
instance and Scenario 1. ML=7 and OL=1. The number of iterations is 100 000.

SZ (%) TBL Interference Increase in Solution
MAL length Time (s)

5 50 358.98 1.170 107713
5 65 350.26 1.132 106335
5 75 341.60 1.173 106801
5 100 323.45 1.165 107525
3 50 346.66 1.203 64339
3 65 323.65 1.181 64054
3 75 311.01 1.165 63996
3 100 293.92 1.225 64122

Table 7.7: Interference with a small neighborhood and long tabu list for URBAN
instance and Scenario 2. ML=7 and OL=1. The number of iterations is 100 000.
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Instance Scenario Interference Increase in Solution Interference
FAPH MAL length Time (s) FAP

URBAN 1 150.32 1.552 61758 517.61
NORR25 1 12.98 1.888 7317 111.56
NORR85 1 37.41 2.210 21303 393.85
NORR400 1 213.25 2.039 152812 2168.05
URBAN 2 293.92 1.225 60122 517.61
NORR25 2 47.42 1.629 7503 111.56
NORR85 2 144.80 1.881 22060 393.85
NORR400 2 792.42 1.741 157908 2168.05

Table 7.8: Computational results when using tabu search for different networks.
The parameter settings are SZ=3%, TBL=100, ML=7 and OL=1.

7.2.3 Tabu Search Results

The best solution found for the non hopping URBAN network has an interference
value of 517.61. In this case, the gain from FH is set to zero and the MALs for
the STRXs are at minimum length. Performing FH over the MALs of minimum
length decreases the interference to 291.32 and 380.35 for scenario 1 and scenario
2 respectively. In Table 7.8, results from FAPH simulations are compared to
the non hopping case. The best results for the instances NORR25, NORR85
and NORR400 are obtained when SZ is small (3 %) and TBL is long (100).
The lowest interference for the instances NORR25, NORR85 and NORR400
are obtained when the ML parameter has a much higher weight than the OL
parameter. The gain of FH is less in scenario 2 since the speed of the MS is
faster and the network load is higher.

7.3 Simulated Annealing Experiments

In the tabu search heuristic, a small neighborhood and a long tabu list gave the
lowest interference values for both scenarios. This indicates that a simulated
annealing approach would be efficient for obtaining low interference values. In
the simulated annealing algorithm, the acceptance probabilities P0 and P1 are
used. P0 is the probability that a solution, one unit worse than the current,
is accepted in the beginning of the simulation. Similarly in the same way, the
probability P1 corresponds to the end of the simulation.

The values of the acceptance probabilities are very important for obtaining low
interference values in simulated annealing. In the tabu search heuristic approach,
it was found that in order to avoid to get caught in a local optimum, the ML
influence was more important than OL. In the simulated annealing simulations,
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various parameter settings are investigated to see how the different parameters
influence the outcome of the final result. Different test problem instances have
been used for the computational simulations. The MAL generation/assignment
in the simulated annealing algorithm is solved by GR and IP. The difference after
100 000 iterations shows that IP results in only a slightly better interference value
than to GR. The IP results take approximately two times longer to obtain than
for GR. The IP solution approach is only 3 to 5 percent better compared to the
GR solution technique. In the following calculations GR will be used.

7.3.1 Influence of P0 and P1 Probabilities

The parameters P0 and P1 correspond to temperatures at the beginning and at
the end of the simulation. If the cooling is too fast, the likeliness of the solution
to move away from a local optimum decreases since the probability of accepting
a worse solution decreases too rapidly. The cooling function used, see equation
(6.21), has a β parameter to set the rate of the cooling. When β = 0 a linear
cooling function is used, otherwise the cooling function is non linear, see Section
6.4.

The influence of the β parameter during the simulations is if β is too large the
simulated annealing algorithm will only explore a tiny fraction of the solution
space. If the cooling function is linear the algorithm does not explore the local
optimum thoroughly. A β value of 0.00005 is compared to a linear cooling
function for the URBAN instance scenario 1 in Figure 7.3. Which β value to
choose depends on the instance, scenario and other parameter settings. In Figure
7.4 the cumulative interference is shown for different values of the β parameter.
It is clearly shown that when the β parameter is increased, the solution values
become less fluctuative. When a linear cooling function is used, the probability
that solutions which give a worse cost function value will be accepted is large,
this is indicated by the fluctuative cost function values. When the β parameter
is large, a local search behavior dominates and a worse interference value is
obtained. The best interference value after 100 000 iterations is plotted in Figure
7.4, which corresponds to β = 0.0005. The β parameter value which yields the
best results is different for different ML, OL, P0 and P1 parameter combinations.

7.3.2 The Modify Length and Optimize Length Parame-
ters

The other parameters of interest are ML and OL. The simulated annealing ap-
proach is less sensitive to changes in these parameters compared to the tabu
search solution procedure. Different combinations of ML/OL have been tested
and these parameters do not have a strong influence as they do in the tabu
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Figure 7.3: The gain when using β = 0.00005 instead of a linear cooling function
for scenario 1. The parameter settings are P0 = 95 %, P1 = 10−5 %, ML=1 and
OL=9.

search strategy. The ML parameter is used to force the simulation out of local
optimum. In absence of ML (ML/OL=0/1), the algorithm behaves as a local
search procedure. When an OL procedure is used, the best MAL is always cho-
sen even if the acceptance probability is high. The solution gets caught in a
local optimum, since a solution that is worse is never chosen in the optimiza-
tion algorithm. An ML setting always chooses a different MAL length than the
optimal (the second best). Simulations for 100 000 iterations indicate that the
ML/OL settings have only a slight impact on the final solution. It is though
important that both parameters are present if a good solution is to be obtained.
The ML procedure does not result in good solutions when simulating over too
few iterations, since the solution space is not explored enough.

7.3.3 Simulated Annealing Results

The simulations made for the frequency hopping network are compared with
these for a non hopping network. To obtain solutions for the FAP, the inter-
ference diversity and frequency diversity gains are set to zero. When the ML
parameter has a non zero value, the algorithm forces the solution to assign more
than the minimum numbers of frequencies in the MALs. During the simulation
the solution is infeasible from a non hopping FAP point of view. After the pre-
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Figure 7.4: The total interference in scenario 1 for β = 0, β = 0.00005 and
β = 0.001 for 100 000 iterations. The parameter settings are ML = 1, OL =
9, P0 = 95 % and P1 = 10−5 %.

defined number of iterations the ML parameter is set to zero and a local search
is performed. Since the interference and frequency diversity gains are set to
zero, the final solution has a MAL with the minimum number of frequencies, a
feasible solution to FAP.

In Table 7.9 the solutions found for the different instances with a fixed parame-
ter setting are compared with those found for the non hopping network. The
computational experiments for the different instance networks are done over 100
000 iterations. The parameter setting used for the computations are P0 = 95%,
P1 = 10−3% and ML/OL = 1/5. The cooling function used for the URBAN
instance is linear for both the FAPH and FAP. The interference values for the
FAPH are much lower than to FAP, because of frequency diversity gain and inter-
ference diversity gain. The simulated annealing results for the URBAN instance
indicate that interference can be reduced up to approximately 68 % and 40.5 %
for scenario 1 and scenario 2 when FH is implemented. The URBAN instance
has 55.8 % and 10.2 % more frequencies for scenario 1 and scenario 2 compared
to the classic FAP. The reason why the algorithm assigns more frequencies in
the MAL for scenario 1 is that the MS speed is higher and the network load
is higher for scenario 2, which decreases the gain of frequency hopping. The
difference in simulation time between different parameter settings for a specific
instance is small.
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Scenario 1
Instance Interference Increase in Solution Interference 1/1

FAPH MAL length Time (s) FAP planning
URBAN 148.64 1.558 7052 472.44 788.70
NORR25 12.50 1.784 4537 111.28 14.82
NORR85 36.81 2.207 5265 395.07 39.24
NORR400 202.52 2.091 9727 2092.96 207.25
Scenario 2
Instance Interference Increase in Solution Interference 1/1

FAPH MAL length Time (s) FAP planning
URBAN 280.96 1.102 7663 472.44 3572.02
NORR25 44.62 1.431 4929 111.28 67.11
NORR85 143.39 1.824 5548 395.07 177.72
NORR400 775.02 1.802 10227 2092.96 938.62

Table 7.9: Computational results with a fixed parameter setting P0 = 95%,
P1 = 10−3% and ML/OL=1/5.

Many computational experiments have been made for the real life network UR-
BAN. The best known FAPH results for the URBAN instance after 100 000
iterations is 143.11 for scenario 1 and 267.39 for scenario 2. The increase in the
MAL lengths is 1.511 for scenario 1 and 1.124 for scenario 2. The best result
is 369.71 if classical FAP is used. Several simulations have been made for the
URBAN instance with 1 000 000 iterations, the best known values see Figure
7.5. The computational time is approximately ten times longer. The best in-
terference values for scenario 1 is 128.07 and uses 48.4 % more frequencies in
average to the MALs compared to the non hopping FAP. For scenario 2 the best
interference found is 237.26 and with MALs with an average increase of 11.3 %
in the length. A linear cooling function was used in the computations for 100
000 and 1 000 000 iterations.

7.3.4 1/1-planning and FAP Solutions

An interesting question is how much the interference would decrease when FH
is applied to the FAP solution. The best FAP value obtained for the URBAN
instance after 100 000 iterations is 369.71. If FH is performed for the MALs
calculated in the FAP solution, the interference can be reduced. In this case the
MALs are of minimum length, i.e. the number of frequencies in the MAL equals
the number of TRXs in the STRX. Performing FH with MALs of minimum
length results in a total interference of 208.31 for scenario 1 and 269.14 for
scenario 2. Comparing the results of FH with MALs of minimum length, and the
solution from the FAPH algorithm, the largest relative decrease is for scenario 1.
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Figure 7.5: Best known interference value for scenario 1 and scenario 2 after 1
000 000 iterations.

For scenario 2, the difference between the FAPH solution and FAP with hopping
is small. The benefit of using the FAPH solution is that the increase in MAL
length can be used as a capacity expansion, see Section 7.3.5.

1/1-planning is a cell planning strategy with a reuse pattern of 1/1 which means
that all frequencies are assigned to all STRXs. Frequency hopping is performed
over all frequencies in the cell. The obvious advantage of the strategy is its
convenience since it is easy to add more TRXs in a cell when more capacity is
desired. No replanning of the frequencies is necessary since the present plan is
valid. All the MALs contain the maximum number of frequencies and now a
probability exists that two adjacent cells simultaneously transmit on the same
frequency. The interference would decrease when the length of the MALs in-
creases. The URBAN instance has 29 TCH frequencies and the maximum MAL
length for the 1/1 planning strategy is 29. The total interference value is very
high. A comparison between 1/1-planning and FAPH is shown in Table 7.9.

7.3.5 Capacity Expansion

When using the FAPH algorithm several MALs for the STRXs have a relative
increase greater than 1. This means that the number of frequencies assigned in
the MAL is larger than the number of TRXs in the STRX. This fact can be used
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to increase the capacity in the network since additional TRXs can be added while
keeping the solution feasible. The increase in capacity is not free since the cost of
additional TRXs and network modifications must be taken into account. When
more TRXs are added to the network, the interference will increase. To evaluate
the capacity expansion, the best results found for 100 000 iterations are used.
The capacity is increased by setting the total number of TRXs in a cell equal
to the MAL length. The capacity expansion is only computed for the URBAN
instance. In scenario 1, 193 additional TRXs are added to the 364 existing
ones, which gives a capacity expansion of 53 %. The interference increased from
143.11 to 340.40. For scenario 2, 53 TRXs are added. The increased capacity is
approximately 14% with the interference increasing from 267.39 to 310.34.

7.4 Comparing Tabu Search and Simulated An-

nealing Results

To compare the solutions between tabu search and simulated annealing, the UR-
BAN instance is used. In Figure 7.6 the best known tabu search results from
scenario 1 and scenario 2 (SZ=3%, TBL=100, ML/OL=7/1) are compared to
simulated annealing results (P0 = 95%, P1 = 10−3% and ML/OL=1/5). The to-
tal solution time for 100 000 iterations for simulated annealing is 1.96 h and 2.13
h for scenario 1 and scenario 2 respectively. The tabu search solution is trun-
cated to exactly match the solution times for simulated annealing. In scenario
1, simulated annealing has a lower interference value after approximately 0.3 h.
For scenario 2, simulated annealing take approximately 0.6 h to obtain lower
interference. Comparing several tabu search and simulated annealing computa-
tions, the same conclusion can be drawn. For a fixed solution time simulated
annealing has lower interference values than tabu search.

7.5 Conclusion

The main issue of this part of the thesis is how frequency hopping can lower the
interference in the network. By admitting a fully flexible frequency assignment
method with no frequency groups, large improvements in interference can be
achieved using frequency hopping. For the frequency hopping assignment prob-
lem, an integer model is developed. Instead of assigning different frequencies to
each TRX, a list of frequencies is assigned to the cell, a MAL. The TRXs in each
cell are grouped into a STRX. The goal is now to assign MALs to the STRXs in
the network with the purpose of minimizing the co-channel and adjacent-channel
interference.

Different heuristic solution strategies are investigated such as tabu search and
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Figure 7.6: Comparison between tabu search and simulated annealing for the
URBAN instance. The tabu search has the parameter values ML/OL=7/1 and
SZ=3 % and TBL=100. The simulated annealing has the parameter values
ML/OL=1/5, P0 = 95%, P1 = 10−3% for scenario 1 and scenario 2. The
cooling function of the simulated annealing algorithm is linear.
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simulated annealing. The simulations obtained from these two different heuris-
tic solution strategies show that frequency hopping reduces the interference in
the network. Comparing tabu search and simulated annealing strategies it is
shown that a good solution can be obtained more rapidly with the use of the
latter method. In the tabu search heuristic a small neighborhood size and long
tabu list gives the best results. In the simulated annealing approach the cooling
function had the largest impact on how good the solution would be. Which
cooling function to use depends on the different instances, parameter settings
and scenarios. The results from the FAPH are compared with the 1/1-planning
strategy. 1/1-planning which has reuse one, imply to assign all available fre-
quencies to all STRXs. The interference is very high for the URBAN instance
when 1/1-planning is used even if the hopping is performed over all frequen-
cies. Despite the interference averaging over all frequencies, severe interference
occurs.
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Part III

Resource Optimization in
WCDMA Networks
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Chapter 8

Scheduling the Downlink
Shared Channel

In WCDMA there are two main categories of transport channels, common chan-
nels and dedicated channels. The dedicated transport channels, are what the
name reveals, channels directed or dedicated for a specific mobile terminal. The
common transport channels are used by several mobile terminals simultaneously.
The channel used for data transfer and speech in the downlink is the downlink
Dedicated Channel (DCH). The DCH does not offer flexible fast data transfer
so an additional channel is the Downlink Shared Channel (DSCH). DSCH is a
channel intended for packet data in the downlink. A high speed data channel in
the downlink also exists, High Speed Downlink Packet Access (HSDPA) which
will be discussed in Chapter 9.

8.1 Overview of DSCH

The DSCH is intended to carry dedicated user data. The DSCH is always
associated with the downlink DCH. The reason that the DSCH needs to be
associated to a DCH is to ensure the availability of power control [67]. The
DCH also provides information to the mobile terminal when it has to decode the
DSCH and which spreading code to decode it with. Switching the bit rate in the
downlink is a little bit more complex compared to the uplink. In the uplink the
Node B can detect which SF a mobile terminal is using and change SF without
informing the Node B beforehand. The mobile terminal does not have that
feature, which results in that the Node B cannot change the SF in the downlink
without informing the mobile terminal. The mobile terminal must prepare so
the correct SF is applied in the mobile terminal before the data arrives.
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The DSCH uses OVSF, which can be changed in powers of two between 4 and
256. The DSCH capacity can be shared among several users on a frame-by-frame
basis. Each frame has a duration of 10 ms. The transmission of high peak rate
and low duty cycle data in a DSCH channel does not lead to low utilization as
with the use of DCH channels. The reason is that the DSCH has a short Time
Transmission Interval (TTI) of 10ms. That allows several users to be active
simultaneously using lower data rates or a few users to be active with high data
rates. The DSCH can handle as many as three channelization codes with top SF
4 to provide 2.8 Mbps on the physical channel. A good overview of the DSCH
can be found in [67] and for more detailed analysis see [2, 3].

Bandwidth allocation and related issues in WCDMA systems have received much
attention during recent years. A simple dynamic channel allocation algorithm is
proposed and compared to a fixed channel allocation strategy in [44, 88]. In [61],
the authors present a dynamic resource scheduling mechanism that adopts closed
loop power control, and minimizes the power needed to satisfy QoS-constraints.
An extension of this mechanism is discussed in [62]. The authors of [93] ex-
amine, from a game theory perspective, bandwidth allocation with continuous
utility functions. The authors of [11, 94] consider bandwidth allocation models
similar to the one discussed in this chapter of the thesis. Their models, however,
do not explicitly address the power control mechanism in WCDMA networks.
Assignment of OVSF codes in the downlink is investigated in [45]. In [63] a
first approach with downlink bandwidth allocation and dynamic programming
is presented. The model presented does not consider a limited amount of codes.
Although the focus in this chapter is downlink bandwidth allocation, similar
issues exist for the uplink direction. Resource allocation and power control for
the uplink have been studied in, for example, [83, 106, 108, 109].

8.2 Signal to Interference Ratio in the Downlink

The power of the Node B is a limited resource and is shared by all users in the
cell. If a mobile terminal downloads a session which requires large bandwidth,
a large part of the total power of the Node B is used. This means that only
a small number of users are allowed to use high bit rates. In the formulation
we use M = {1, . . . , |M |} to denote the set of users connected to the serving
cell. The transmission rates are characterized by a discrete set. Let the index
set of the physical channel bit rates be R = {1, . . . , |R|}, and Rj the bit rate of
j, j ∈ R. The SIR for a user i in a cell with Node B n can be formulated as

SIRin =
W

Rj

pingin∑
m �=n

(Pmgim) + αiginPn + N0

, (8.1)
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where the power pin is the power from Node B n to mobile terminal i. The
path loss between mobile terminal i and Node B n is described by gin. Pm is
the power from interfering Node B m and αi is the orthogonality of the channel
for user i. Since WCDMA uses orthogonal channelization codes in the downlink
to separate users, the channels should be orthogonal at the receiver. But multi-
path propagation yields that the different channels may not be orthogonal. The
orthogonality parameter αi varies between 0 and 1, and a value of 1 means that
all of Node B n power is treated as interference. W is the chip rate and N0 is
the thermal noise power.

To support rate j of user i, the closed loop power control mechanism assigns an
amount of power to user i, such that the SIR defined in equation (8.1) meets a
threshold γi, that is,

W

Rj

pingin∑
m �=n

(Pmgim) + αiginPn + N0

≥ γi. (8.2)

The threshold γi is dependent on the type of service, multipath profile and
terminal speed [67]. The SIR requirement for data services is in the range of 2
dB to 5 dB [62, 84]. In other words, to allocate rate j to user i, the tranmission
power, denoted by pij , is given by the following equation:

pij =

γi

⎛
⎝ ∑

m �=n

(Pmgim) + αiginPn + N0

⎞
⎠

gin
W

Rj

(8.3)

=
γiαi

W

Rj

Pn +

γi

⎛
⎝ ∑

m �=n

(Pmgim) + N0

⎞
⎠

gin
W

Rj

(8.4)

= β1
ijPn + β2

ij , (8.5)

where

β1
ij =

γiαi

W

Rj

(8.6)
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and

β2
ij =

γi

⎛
⎝ ∑

m �=n

(Pmgim) + N0

⎞
⎠

gin
W

Rj

. (8.7)

8.3 Optimization Model for the DSCH

The goal of bandwidth allocation is to assign each user a transmission rate, with
the objective of maximizing network performance in terms of the service to the
users. It is possible for the system to deny any downlink bandwidth to a user.

In the subsequent text, the term utility is used for the degree of service offered by
the network. For user i, the utility of assigning transmission rate j is denoted by
uij . One simple example of the utility function is the transmission rate (band-
width) itself, i.e. uij = Rj , ∀i, ∀j. This utility function models the efficiency in
utilizing the power and code resources, or, equivalently, the throughput. Other
utility functions can be used to, for example, model both resource utilization and
user fairness [152]. The bandwidth allocation problem amounts to maximizing
the total system utility, subject to the constraints that every user is assigned at
most one of the transmission rates, and that the total power and channelization
codes used in every cell does not exceed the limitations. In the following we do
not use the index n for the different Node Bs since we consider only one cell for
scheduling and treat the other cells as interferers. The cell that will be treated
in the optimization model is denoted serving cell and will have a power limit for
the DSCH of Pmax W.

The optimization model has the following variables

xij =
{

1 if bit rate j is assigned to user i
0 otherwise.

pij = power needed if bit rate j is assigned to user i.

The model uses the following parameters

uij = utility for user i if bit rate j is assigned.

The bandwidth allocation problem (BAP) can be formulated as follows
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[BAP ]
max

∑
i∈M

∑
j∈R

uijxij (8.8)

s.t.
∑
i∈M

∑
j∈R

pij ≤ Pmax (8.9)

∑
i∈M

∑
j∈R

21−jxij ≤ Cmax (8.10)

∑
j∈R

xij ≤ 1, ∀i (8.11)

pij = (β1
ijP + β2

ij)xij , ∀i, j (8.12)
xij = 0/1, ∀i, j (8.13)
pij ∈ R+, ∀i, j (8.14)

Constraint (8.9) states that the total available DSCH power Pmax for the serving
cell is not allowed to be exceeded. The constraint (8.10) handles that the codes
assigned maintain their orthogonality. Cmax is the number of code trees with
a top node corresponding to SF=4 (minimum SF for the DSCH). Constraint
(8.11) states that a user is assigned at most one bit rate level. Constraint (8.12)
refers to the the SIR equation (8.1) and describes how the power assigned to
the mobile terminals depend on the bit rate. The total Node B power P for the
serving cell is set to a constant value.

Combining constraints (8.9) and (8.12) gives

∑
i∈M

∑
j∈R

(β1
ijP + β2

ij)xij ≤ Pmax. (8.15)

Letting aij = β1
ijP + β2

ij and bj = 21−j the bandwidth allocation problem for
the serving cell can be formulated using the following model.

max
∑
i∈M

∑
j∈R

uijxij (8.16)

s.t.
∑
i∈M

∑
j∈R

aijxij ≤ Pmax (8.17)

∑
i∈M

∑
j∈R

bjxij ≤ Cmax (8.18)

∑
j∈R

xij ≤ 1, ∀i (8.19)

xij = 0/1, ∀i, j. (8.20)

The reformulated BAP model is a multiple choice knapsack problem [102, 116].
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8.4 Dynamic Programming

Knapsack problems can be solved using general integer programming methods
(e.g., linear programming relaxation and branch-and-bound enumeration). For
these methods, however, it is very hard to predict the computational complexity
a priori.

Dynamic programming is a well-known type of algorithm for many combina-
torial problems in computer science. This solution technique is applicable to
problems with the property that parts of an optimal solution are themselves
optimal. Finding the optimal solution for such a problem can be performed
recursively by computing the optimum to a sequence of similar problems. Dy-
namic programming offers an effective approach for knapsack problems when
the data size is restricted. We refer to [102, 116] and the references therein for
a detailed treatment of dynamic programming applied to knapsack problems.

The constraint (8.18) has a discrete right-hand-side Cmax which can take the
integer values of 1,2 or 3. The number of codes available is also integral and
the constraint can be easily converted to fit the dynamic programming solution
structure. We scale both sides with 64, since the largest SF which can be used is
256. The coefficient bj for SF=256 is 1/64. To apply dynamic programming all
coefficients in the constraint need to be integer values. Scaling the coefficients
by 64 gives the coefficient for SF=4 equal to 64, SF=8 equal to 32, ..., SF=256
equal to one. The coefficient now becomes b̄j = 64bj and right-hand side becomes
C̄max = 64Cmax which gives the constraint

∑
i∈M

∑
j∈R

b̄jxij ≤ C̄max. (8.21)

But still dynamic programming cannot be applied directly, because the left-hand-
side coefficients of (8.17), aij , are fractional-valued. We therefore consider an
approximation of the problem, in which these coefficients are quantized to values
of a discrete set. With a sufficiently large number of quantization steps, the
approximation becomes equivalent to the problem with the original coefficients.
Let Q denote the number of quantization steps. In the quantization process, the
inequality (8.17) is multiplied by Q at both sides, and thus becomes

∑
i∈M

∑
j∈R

Qaijxij ≤ QPmax. (8.22)

The coefficients of this inequality are then rounded to integer numbers. To
ensure that any feasible solution to the quantized problem is also feasible to the
original problem, QPmax is rounded downwards, whereas all Qaij are rounded
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upwards. In other words, (8.17) is replaced by the following inequality after
quantization,

∑
i∈M

∑
j∈R

āijxij ≤ P̄max, (8.23)

where āij = �Qaij�, and P̄max = QPmax�.

To apply dynamic programming to the quantized problem, think of the right-
hand side of (8.21) and (8.23) as two different sets of states {0, 1 . . . , C̄max} and
{0, 1 . . . , P̄max}. The subset of users {x1, . . . , xi} defining a sequence of stages
for i = 1, . . . , |M |. To ease the presentation, we introduce an artifical user with
index 0, for which āij = 0 and b̄j = 0, ∀j.

Let Ui(λ1, λ2) denote the optimal utility of allocating bandwidth to the first i
users using a maximum of λ1 energy units and λ2 code units. The problem can
be formulated as

Ui(λ1, λ2) = max
i∑

m=1

∑
j∈R

umjxmj (8.24)

s.t.
i∑

m=1

∑
j∈R

āmjxmj ≤ λ1 (8.25)

i∑
m=1

∑
j∈R

b̄jxmj ≤ λ2 (8.26)

∑
j∈R

xmj ≤ 1, m ∈ 1, . . . , i (8.27)

xmj = 0/1, m ∈ 1, . . . , i,∀j ∈ R. (8.28)

We define U0(λ1, λ2) = 0, λ1 = 1, . . . , P̄max and λ2 = 1, . . . , C̄max. It is clear
that U|M|(P̄max, C̄max) gives us the optimum to the quantized problem. We
need however a recursion to define U|M|(P̄max, C̄max) using values of Ui(λ1, λ2)
for i < |M | and λ1 < P̄max, λ2 < C̄max.

Consider the problem of finding Ui(λ1, λ2) with i ≥ 1. In the optimal solution
to this problem, user i is either allocated a rate of zero, or one of the positive
rates. In the former case, Ui(λ1, λ2) = Ui−1(λ1, λ2), whereas in the latter case
Ui(λ1, λ2) = maxj∈R(uij +Ui−1(λ1− āij , λ2− b̄j)). This leads us to the following
recursion:
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Ui(λ1, λ2) = max{Ui−1(λ1, λ2), max
j∈R:λ1−āij≥0,λ2−b̄j≥0

(uij+Uj−1(λ1−āij, λ2−b̄j))}
(8.29)

Starting from U0(λ1, λ2) = 0 for 0 ≤ λ1 ≤ P̄max, 0 ≤ λ2 ≤ C̄max we can use the
above recursion to calculate U1(λ1, λ2), . . . , U|M|(λ1, λ2) for all possible values
of λ1 and λ2. This process can be visualized in the following table, in which
the rows are the users, the columns are the power levels, and the entries are the
corresponding utility values. Since we have two constraints to consider in the
dynamic programming procedure we have C̄max tables.

0 . . . λ1 − āij . . . λ1 . . . P̄max

0 0 . . . 0 . . . 0 . . . 0
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
i − 1 0 . . . Ui−1(λ1 − āij , λ2) . . . Ui−1(λ1, λ2) . . . Ui−1(P̄max, λ2)
i 0 . . . Ui(λ1 − āij , λ2) . . . Ui(λ1, λ2) . . . Ui(P̄max, λ2)
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
|M | 0 . . . U|M|(λ1 − āij , λ2) . . . U|M|(λ1, λ2) . . . U|M|(P̄max, λ2)

In the table above, an entry in row i can be calculated using appropriate entries
in row i−1 together with the values of āij , uij , j ∈ R and λ2. Note that it is not
necessary to compute all the entries of the above table, as some power levels do
not match any feasible solution. The overall optimal utility is found by taking
the maximum of the last row of the table when λ2 = C̄max. To trace the optimal
solution itself, it is necessary to store the optimal decisions (transmission rates)
used to generate the utility values in a second table. Starting from row |M | and
the maximum-utility entry, the rate generating this entry is the optimal rate for
user |M |, and the optimal utility of the previous row can be found. Continuing
in this fashion back to user one gives the optimal bandwidth allocation for all
users.

It can be realized that the dynamic programming algorithm has a worst-case
complexity of O(P̄max|R||M |C̄max) or O(QPmax�|R||M |C̄max). Therefore,
given a power limit, fixed number of quantization steps and the number of levels
in the code tree, the algorithm is guaranteed to run in polynomial time in the
problem size - a very attractive property for algorithms for real-time applications.
Moreover, the complexity formula means that we can trade the computational
complexity against solution quality by varying the number of quantization steps.
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8.5 Numerical Results

The WCDMA network used in our numerical experiments consists of 21 cells and
1050 active users. We have 30 DSCH users in the serving cell to be scheduled.
The amount of power available for the DSCH is Pmax = 14 W of maximal Node
B power of 20 W. The remaining power in the serving cell is used for dedicated
channels and common control channels. Since we only consider one cell at a
time for scheduling, the other cells in the network are treated as interferers
that transmit with 20 W. Due to multipath propagation the users in a cell will
experience intra-cell interference. The SIR threshold γi is set to 3 dB and the
thermal noise is 10−13 W. The chip rate is set to 3.84 Mcps and the spreading
factors available are in the range from 4 to 256. The parameter Cmax = 3 which
corresponds to the maximum number of code trees with top node SF=4 that
the DSCH can handle. The bit rates on the physical channel are determined by
the SF and for the SF {4 8 16 32 64 128 256} we have the following bit rates
{960 480 240 120 60 30 15} kbps. Since the DSCH can be scheduled every 10 ms
(100 times per second) we assign a number of bits which is 1 % of the physical
channel bit rates. The utility function in the calculations represents the number
of bits transmitted in the TTI, uij = Rj , ∀j ∈ R, ∀i ∈ M . We assume that the
Node B data buffers are full and the data buffers in the mobile terminal are
unlimited in size, which means that the users can take full benefit of the highest
bit rate in the set R.

We used an optimization package [46, 71] (AMPL/CPLEX) to find the optimum
of our bandwidth allocation problem with its original (fractional) coefficients.
We then applied the dynamic programming algorithm with the quantization
step Q = 100, 200, . . ., until the algorithm finds the same optimal solution. The
results are illustrated in Figure 8.1. The figure shows, on a cell-by-cell basis, the
optimal utility in transmitted bits and the number of quantization steps. The
maximum utility is 14550 transmitted bits for cell 13 and the least is 10050 bits
for cell 11 during a TTI of 10 ms. In addition, except for cell 9,15,18 and 21,
the optimal utility is found with less than 1000 quantization steps. The cell that
needed most quantization steps is cell 21 with 1700 steps to reach the optimal
value.

The computational complexity can be traded against solution optimality in the
dynamic programming algorithm. We show this trade-off for cell 18 in Figure
8.2, where the cell utility for various values of Q is plotted. The maximal possible
utility (optimum to the problem with the original coefficients) is shown using a
dotted line. We observe that most of the maximum possible utility is obtained
for several hundreds quantization steps. Even for a low granularity with as few
as 100 steps, the solution is only a few percent from the optimum.

Because the total utility equals the sum of the transmitted bits on the physical
channel assigned to the users in the TTI, it can be expected that, at optimum,
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Figure 8.1: Optimal cell utility with associated number of quantization steps.

Figure 8.2: Cell utility and the number of quantization steps.
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the system allocates power to a few users (those with a good channel condition),
while denies bandwidth to the others. This is examined in Figure 8.3, which
shows the transmission rate of the users in cell 18. Among 30 users in the cell,
only 4 are allocated a positive rate. Thus users experiencing high path loss
and interference are penalized in bandwidth allocation, if the utility function is
solely based on the efficiency in resource utilization (throughput). If, however,
the utility function also includes terms that reflect user fairness, we may expect
a more even bandwidth allocation among the users.

Figure 8.3: Cell utility for the users in cell 18.

8.6 Conclusions

In this chapter an optimization model and a dynamic programming solution
technique for bandwidth allocation in the DSCH for a WCDMA network are
presented. The bandwidth allocation problem is formulated using one multiple-
choice knapsack model per cell. The objective is to maximize a utility function
which corresponds to the bit rate. The model takes intra- as well as inter-cell
interference into account. The solution method for the bandwidth allocation
problem is dynamic programming. The dynamic programming algorithm has
a pseudo-polynomial complexity. The predictability in performance makes the
algorithm suitable for being used in an on-line (or closely on-line) environment.
The model has two contraints that must be considered in the dynamic pro-
gramming solution approach, power limitation constraint and code limitation
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constraint. The power constraint has fractional coefficients and a continuous
right-hand side, therefore quantization is needed. The number of quantization
steps needed for solving the optimization model to optimality with dynamic
programming is for the most cells less than 1000. The cell which required most
quantization steps to reach an optimal solution needed 1700 steps. Since the util-
ity function used considers only the bit rates assigned, resources were assigned
to users with the best radio environment.
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Chapter 9

Scheduling the High Speed
Downlink Packet Access
Channel

This chapter presents an optimization model for the HSDPA channel. The prob-
lem considered is to assign channelization codes and bit rates to users in TTIs.
The model also considers the effect of code multiplexing that means that more
than one user is assigned resources in a TTI. Two simple greedy algorithms are
used for solving the optimization problem.

9.1 Overview of the HSDPA Concept

The HSDPA concept has been designed to improve the downlink data through-
put. The idea behind the HSDPA is to extend the WCDMA system with a
channel that is flexible and can be scheduled fast. The HSDPA concept does
not use OVSF and power control, instead adaptive modulation and coding and
hybrid automatic repeat request procedures are introduced. A description of
HSDPA can be found in [5, 6, 67, 112].

The HSDPA concept requires three new channels in the physical layer structure.
The new channels are High Speed Downlink Shared Channel (HS-DSCH), High
Speed Shared Control Channel (HS-SCCH) and in the uplink the High Speed
Dedicated Physical Control Channel (HS-DPCCH).

The HS-DSCH has a TTI of 2 ms that provides a short communication time
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between the Node B and mobile terminal during scheduling. The SF is fixed
for HSDPA and is set to 16 for the HS-DSCH. The maximum number of codes
that can be allocated to a user is 15, but depending on the mobile terminal ca-
pability, individual terminals can receive 5, 10 or 15 codes. The total number of
channelization codes with SF 16 is 16 but one branch is reserved for HS-SCCH
and Release ’99 common and dedicated channels, see Figure 9.1. The multicode
transmission increases the bit rate by splitting the bits of a transmission block
to the channelization codes in a TTI. A data stream with a high bit rate is
divided into a number of lower data rate streams. All these streams are trans-
mitted in parallel and synchronized to avoid time delay between each other. In
HS-DSCH the OVSF is replaced by Adaptive Modulation and Coding (AMC).
The HS-DSCH can change modulation and coding as fast as every 2 ms. Except
for the original Quadrature Phase Shift Keying (QPSK) modulation scheme,
the HS-DSCH can also handle 16 Quadrature Amplitude Modulation (QAM).
In AMC coding and modulation are selected from a defined set. The channel
condition is measured at the receiver and is signaled back to Node B. In bad
channel conditions, a lower modulation order and/or a lower coding rate is se-
lected. The HSDPA concept also introduces Hybrid Automatic Repeat Request
(HARQ) procedure that allows the mobile terminal to request retransmission of
erroneously received transport blocks. In HSDPA, retransmissions can be con-
trolled in the Node B instead of the RNC, leading to shorter delay with packet
data operation.

Figure 9.1: The code tree for the HS-SCCH and HS-SCCH.

The HS-SCCH carries information necessary for HS-DSCH modulation. The
bits transmitted on the control channel are information about which codes to
despread, mobile terminal category, and also validity information for the HARQ
process. The uplink HS-DPCCH carries the acknowledge information for the
physical layer retransmission and also the quality feedback information to be
used in the Node B scheduler to determine to which mobile terminal to transmit
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and at which data rate.

Compared to a mobile terminal that only handles the 3GPP Release ’99 packet
data channels, an HS-DSCH mobile terminal must contain processing for the
HARQ, multicode processing and also ability to handle the signaling channels
HS-SCCH and HS-DPCCH. The mobile terminals that support HSDPA are di-
vided into 12 different categories with maximum data rates from 0.9 to 14.4
Mbps, see [4]. The idea behind the categories is to allow different levels of ter-
minal complexity. 10 of the mobile terminal categories support both 16 QAM
and QPSK and 2 categories supports only QPSK. There is also a difference in
HARQ buffer sizes between some categories. Another difference is the minimum
inter-TTI, which determines how often a mobile terminal can be scheduled. The
different minimum inter-TTIs are 1,2 and 3, e.g. an inter-TTI of 3 means that
the mobile terminal can be scheduled at most every third TTI. The HSDPA
concept does allow several users to share the code resource during a TTI, i.e.
code multiplexing. If several users are sharing the codes in a TTI, one HS-SCCH
per user must be established. For users with HSDPA mobile terminals that can
handle only 5 codes, the code resource would not be used efficiently if only one
user is scheduled during a TTI. In these cases it can be fruitful to multiplex
several users in a TTI.

9.2 Previous Research

The performance of the HSDPA channel has been studied in several papers.
In [98] simulations of the HSDPA concept are done by using maximum CQI
and Round Robin schedulers. In [48, 114] HSDPA performance for TCP traffic
scenarios are treated. Investigations of different scheduling strategies from sim-
ulators are presented in [14, 15, 80, 87, 107]. In [99] streaming applications over
the HSDPA is treated. Performance of the HSDPA and DCH are investigated
in [34, 115]. In [146] a workflow is presented for optimizing the balance between
Release ’99 services and HSDPA. In [18] an analytical model is proposed for
evaluating HSDPA capacity. An approach to minimize the power consumption
instead of maximizing the throughput is proposed in [111]. Code multiplexing is
investigated in [85, 91]. In [85] the users are divided into 3 groups which share 5
codes each, i.e. up to 3 users can be multiplexed in a TTI. In [91] two different
simulation cases are considered for code multiplexing. The first simulation case
is a semi-static scenario where the channelization codes are divided into groups
with an equal number of codes. These groups are assigned to the users that
will be multiplexed. The second simulation case is dynamic code sharing, where
the best user takes the number of codes the channel condition allows and the
remaining users share rest of the codes.
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9.3 Optimization Model

The optimization model to be presented schedules the users for one of the cells
(serving cell) while treating the others as interferers. We use M = {1, . . . , |M |}
to denote the set of users connected to the cell. The transmission rates for a single
code are in the set R = {1, . . . , |R|}, and Rj is the rate of j, j ∈ R. The number
of channelization codes for the HS-DSCH is denoted by a set K = {1, . . . , |K|}.
The total bit rates when using k codes are kRj , j ∈ R, k ∈ K. The task is to
assign channelization codes and bit rates to the users in M while taking into
account the code and power limitations. The scheduling model for this task is a
linear integer optimization model.

The model uses the following variables

xijk =
{

1 if user i is assigned k codes with bit rate j
0 otherwise.

The parameter used in the model is

pijk = the power for user i when using k codes with bit rate j.

For the serving cell the scheduling model can be stated as the following linear
integer optimization model, HSDPA Bandwidth Allocation Problem (HSBAP),

[HSBAP ]
max

∑
i∈M

∑
j∈R

∑
k∈K

uijkxijk (9.1)

s.t.
∑
i∈M

∑
j∈R

∑
k∈K

(pijk + P hsscch)xijk ≤ P hsdpa (9.2)

∑
j∈R

∑
k∈K

xijk ≤ 1, i ∈ M (9.3)

∑
i∈M

∑
j∈R

∑
k∈K

kxijk ≤ Cmax (9.4)

∑
j∈R

∑
k∈K

kxijk ≤ Climit
i , i ∈ M (9.5)

xijk = 0/1, ∀i, j, k (9.6)

In the optimization model, constraint (9.2) states that the power consumed
for the HSDPA users can not exceed the constant value P hsdpa. The parameter
P hsscch is the power assigned to the signaling channel, HS-SCCH. The constraint
(9.3) assigns at most one code/bit rate combination to a user i. The number
of channelization codes that can be used in a cell is limited to Cmax, which is
stated by constraint (9.4). Constraint (9.5) assures that some mobile terminal
categories can only handle Climit

i number of channelization codes.
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When scheduling the HSDPA users in a cell, the utility function plays a very
important role. One type of scheduler is the Round Robin (RR), which assigns
the users to a TTI in a cycle. As an example assume that we want to schedule
10 users to TTIs, the RR scheduler assigns user number 1 to TTI number 1 and
user number 2 to TTI number 2 and so on. When all 10 users are assigned a
TTI, the scheduler cycles and assigns TTI number 11 to user 1. All users get
the same number of TTIs assigned to download data. The RR scheduler assigns
the maximum kRj combination to a user given the power limitation. Another
scheduler that uses the bit rate as utility function coefficient is the Maximum
Channel Quality Index (max CQI). The utility function coefficient for max CQI
scheduling is

uijk = kRj , i ∈ M. (9.7)

The max CQI scheduler prioritizes the user with the best own cell interference
to other cell interference ratio in a TTI. This scheduling scheme will never assign
resources to users that suffer from a bad radio environment.

Another commonly used scheduling scheme is Proportional Fair (PF). The PF
scheduling scheme uses a scheduling metric which is a ratio between the bit rate
and the average smoothed throughput for a user [66]. The average smoothed
throughput in TTI t is calculated by using a smoothed low pass filter [13, 107].
Initially the scheduler assigns resources to the users experiencing the best ra-
dio environment. When a user gets resources assigned from the network the
throughput will increase which lead to a lower probability to be assigned re-
sources in the next TTI. This forces the scheduler to assign resources to users
that suffer from a bad radio environment. The utility function coefficient for PF
is a logarithmic function of the average smoothed throughput. In Section 9.6
the PF scheduling metric is used in the optimization model HSBAP as a utility
function coefficient. The utility function coefficient is

uijk =
kRj

Rthr
i

, (9.8)

Rthr
i is the throughput for user i, which is the accumulated assigned bit rates

kRj in all the previous TTIs during the simulation.

9.4 AMC Data

The input data for AMC is based on Ior/Ioc ratio for a user. The factor Ior is
the own cell power received by the mobile terminal and Ioc is the total received
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interference from other cells plus noise at the mobile terminal. The fading trace
gain is included in the Ior parameter. An example of Ior/Ioc ratios for the 10
HSDPA users in cell 1 are shown in Figure 9.2. The calculated Ior/Ioc ratios for
the users in the serving cell are compared to eight concave function curves taken
from [67]. The function curves contain the average user throughput per code as
a function of power allocated per code and Ior/Ioc for a pedestrian-A 3 km/h
model, see Figure 9.3. The values of Ior/Ioc for the function curves are {-2 0 2
4 6 8 10 15} dB. The bottom curve corresponds to a Ior/Ioc of - 2 dB and the
curve at the top corresponds to 15 dB. The maximum power per channelization
code is set to 10 W. The Ior/Ioc ratio is calculated for a user and is rounded to
the nearest valid Ior/Ioc function curve value. The average throughput values
are scaled down to suit inter-TTI of one, i.e. the average throughput values per
code are divided by 500 (scheduling every 2 ms gives 500 TTIs per second). The
set R consists of the scaled average throughput values. Applying k codes to a
user gives that the bit rates in R and power per code increases with a factor k
since all channelization codes for a user have the same modulation and coding
in a TTI.

Figure 9.2: An example of Ior/Ioc ratios for the 10 HSDPA users in cell 1.

9.5 Two Greedy Algorithms

The scheduling model for the HSDPA is as mentioned in Section 9.3 a linear
integer optimization model. One way to find a feasible solution to the scheduling
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Figure 9.3: Input data for the HSDPA scheduling model. The functions curves
are taken from [67].

model in TTI t is to apply a greedy algorithm. This Section contains two simple
greedy algorithms, GREEDY 1 and GREEDY 2.

The GREEDY 1 algorithm chooses the largest feasible utility function coeffi-
cient uijk for a user and assigns the corresponding bit rate/channelization code
combination kRj to user i. When the first coefficient is determined, the algo-
rithm continues to choose the maximum utility coefficient given the remaining
resources of channelization codes and power. The pseudo code for the GREEDY
1 algorithm applied to scheduling model HSBAP is summarized in the following
steps:

Algorithm: GREEDY 1

1. Calculate the utility function coefficients in TTI t.

2. Set P remain = P hsdpa and Cremain = Cmax.

3. While P remain > P hsscch and Cremain > 0

(a) Determine the maximum utility function coefficient uijk for i ∈ M, j ∈
R and 1 ≤ k ≤ Climit

i .

(b) If pijk + P hsscch ≤ P remain and k ≤ Cremain.
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i. Set Cremain = Cremain − k and P remain = P remain − P hsscch −
pijk

ii. Assign k channelization codes and bit rate Rj to user i.
iii. Set all the utility function coefficients for user i to 0, to prevent

user i to be assigned several bit rates.

(c) Else set uijk = 0 preventing that utility function coefficient to be
chosen during the next loop.

4. Increment the time to t = t + 1. Go to step 1.

The AMC data to the HSDPA problem (see section 9.4) are concave curves.
Assume that we are using the scheduling metric from equation (9.8) as utility
function coefficient. The AMC input data function curves are scaled with the
throughput for the users in TTI t, i.e. for each user we have a utility per
code curve. To evaluate the behavior of the GREEDY 1 algorithm we assume
the number of rates in the set R can be chosen to be very large and equally
distributed. Assume that we choose the maximum utility function coefficient
uijk and still have power and channelization codes left to assign another user.
Since the number of rates in the set R is very large it should be possible to
increase Rj to consume the maximum available power. This leads to a higher
utility function value, which means that the original utility function coefficient
cannot be maximum. Another way to look at the problem is the following. The
initial assumption is that the maximum utility function coefficient uijk chosen
does not consume all power or channelization codes. Since function curves are
concave doubling the power/code gives less than the double utility. For the
amount of power consumed by uijk it is possible to achieve a higher utility
function value by assigning all Climit

i channelization codes with less power per
code. Since we have a very large number of equally distributed rates in the set R
it should be possible to increase the rate until all power is consumed. This leads
to a higher utility function value and no resources are left. The set R used in
the numerical experiments contains 30 different bit rates leading to multiplexing
in the 5 code simulation scenario, see Section 9.6.3.

The reason to develop the GREEDY 2 algorithm is to have an algorithm that
multiplex users in the 15 codes case for the input data given. The GREEDY 2
algorithm is based on the GREEDY 1 algorithm with the extension to consider
all combinations of two users. The pseudo code for the GREEDY 2 algorithm is

Algorithm: GREEDY 2

1. Calculate the utility function coefficients in TTI t. Store the utility func-
tion coefficients in a list Q.

2. Determine the maximum utility function coefficient uijk in Q.
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3. If pijk + P hsscch ≤ Pmax and k ≤ Cmax choose utot(t) = uijk as the
maximum utility and assign k channelization codes and bit rate Rj to user
i. Else exclude uijk from the list Q and go to step 2.

4. For all i, l ∈ M , j, m ∈ R and for all 1 ≤ k ≤ Climit
i , 1 ≤ n ≤ Climit

l

(a) Calculate utwo = uijk + ulmn

(b) If pijk + P hsscch + plmn + P hsscch ≤ Pmax, k + n ≤ Cmax and utwo >
utot(t)

i. Assign bit rate of zero to all users.
ii. Assign k channelization codes and rate Rj to user i and n chan-

nelization codes and bit rate Rm to user l.
iii. Set utot(t) = utwo.

5. Increment the time to t = t + 1. Go to step 1.

9.6 Numerical Results

In this section we present the computational results when scheduling the HSDPA
users. The maximum number of codes that can be assigned to all users in a TTI is
15 codes. Since not all categories of mobile terminals can handle the maximum
number of channelization codes, computations have also been done when the
number of codes is restricted to 5.

9.6.1 Assumptions

The network is the same as used in Chapter 8 and consists of 21 cells and has a
path gain matrix for 1050 users. During the scheduling 10 users with lowest path
loss are assigned to the serving cell. The other cells in the network are treated as
interferers and transmit with a power of 20 W. The own cell interference is based
of a Node B power of 20 W. The signaling channel HS-SCCH is transmitting
with a constant value of P hsscch = 1.5 W. In the case of code multiplexing when
several HS-SCCH are used, all transmit with 1.5 W each. The power used for
HSDPA is P hsdpa = 14 W. Other types of traffic such as speech and common
control channels use the remaining Node B power. The effect of thermal noise
is set to a constant value of 10−13 W. To take into account Rayleigh fading
a pedestrian-A 3 km/h fast fading trace affects the HSDPA users that will be
scheduled. The fast fading trace contains data for 30 seconds and is split between
the 10 HSDPA users, each user gets a 3 second part of the fading trace. The
average throughput values (kbps) presented in Section 9.6.2 and 9.6.3 are the
average number of assigned bits/second for a 3 seconds simulation. The mobile
terminals considered in the simulations have a minimum TTI-interval of 1 which
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means that scheduling can be done every 2 ms. The data buffers in the mobile
terminals are assumed to be unlimited in size. We assume that all users remain
in the cell during the simulation. The users are assumed to download best-effort
data and the Node Bs have full data buffers in each TTI, i.e. a user can take
benefit of the highest bit rates. The AMC data used is calculated using HARQ
with soft combining [67]. When the scheduler uses the history of the assigned
TTIs all previous TTIs are weighted equally during the simulation, i.e. no low
pass filtering is applied because of the short simulation time. The set R contains
30 scaled bit rates taken from Figure 9.3.

9.6.2 Simulating the 15 Channelization Codes Case

In this scenario we assume that all HSDPA terminals to be scheduled can handle
15 channelization codes. Comparing three different scheduling strategies, max-
CQI, RR and the utility function coefficient given by equation (9.8), gives that
the first has the highest average throughput. The reason for this is that max
CQI is prioritizing the users with the best Ior/Ioc ratio, leading to only a few
users are assigned resources from the network. A comparison between the three
different scheduling methods is shown in Figure 9.4. In Figure 9.4 the max
CQI assigns resources only to 4 users (users number 2, 3, 5 and 7) and has an
average cell throughput of 7815 kbps, RR has an average cell throughput of 4576
kbps. When using the utility function coefficient from equation (9.8) the average
throughput is 5690 kbps.

Numerical results for all the 21 cells in the network have been calculated and
are shown in Table 9.1 there each row in the table corresponds to a cell. The
utility function coefficient used is the metric ratio from equation (9.8) that is
also used in Section 9.6.3. The second column in Table 9.1 contains the average
throughput when the scheduling model is solved by the commercial optimization
tool CPLEX [46, 71]. The third and fourth columns are the average throughput
for GREEDY 2 and GREEDY 1 respectively. The fifth column is the percentage
gain in average throughput between the two greedy algorithms. The last column
in Table 9.1 is the percentage of TTIs that are multiplexed by several users when
the HSBAP model is solved by the GREEDY 2 algorithm. The number of TTIs
that is multiplexed in the CPLEX solution case is very similar compared to the
GREEDY 2 solutions. The difference is at most 0.5 %.

The commercial optimization tool CPLEX solves the scheduling model to op-
timality in each TTI. The solutions show that up to two users are multiplexed
in several of the TTIs. Comparing the CPLEX solutions with the GREEDY 2
solutions shows that the difference in average throughput is small. The com-
putational times for CPLEX are many times longer compared to the GREEDY
2 algorithm. In several cells the GREEDY 2 algorithm gives exact the same
solution as the CPLEX solution approach, i.e. both algorithms choose the same
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Figure 9.4: The average throughput when using different scheduling strategies
with 10 users and 14 W of HSDPA power. Every mobile terminal can handle 15
codes in a TTI. The solution algorithm used is GREEDY 1.

users to schedule in each TTI. In some of the cells a small variation in average
throughput between CPLEX and GREEDY 2 occurs. In the beginning of the
simulation there exists multiple optima, and it is possible that GREEDY 2 and
CPLEX chooses different user/users to schedule. Since the utility function is the
ratio between the bit rate and throughput the optimal choice in the next TTI for
GREEDY 2 and CPLEX can differ. It could be possible that the total average
throughput for the GREEDY 2 algorithm exceeds the average throughput for
the CPLEX solution.

In the numerical results for the GREEDY 1 algorithm only one user was assigned
resources in each TTI. In the AMC data for the HSBAP model the maximum
of kRj will occur when the number of codes k is 14 or 15 depending on the
Ior/Ioc ratio. In the case when only 14 codes are consumed there is not enough
power left to set up a second HS-SCCH and multiplex another user in the TTI.
A comparison between the GREEDY 1 and GREEDY 2 algorithms give that
the latter has 0.1 to 9.3 % higher average throughput, column five in Table 9.1.
However the GREEDY 2 algorithm is not guaranteed to give a higher average
throughput compared to the GREEDY 1 algorithm. The average throughput
for the whole network is 4713 kbps for GREEDY 1, 4861 kbps for GREEDY 2
and 4864 kbps for CPLEX.
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Cell Average throughput (kbps) Gain (%) TTI (%)
CPLEX GREEDY 2 GREEDY 1

1 5787 5785 5690 1.7 46.4
2 5783 5783 5581 3.6 75.8
3 5331 5331 5171 3.1 54.7
4 5553 5553 5529 0.4 32.3
5 4904 4904 4717 3.9 45.1
6 5140 5138 4865 5.6 78.3
7 4827 4827 4443 8.6 82.5
8 4151 4149 3796 9.3 49.7
9 5006 5006 4885 2.5 61.5
10 4753 4753 4642 2.4 44.2
11 3752 3749 3726 0.6 13.1
12 4715 4715 4646 1.5 29.3
13 4638 4638 4616 0.5 17.9
14 2132 2126 2124 0.1 1.3
15 5397 5397 5158 4.6 77.5
16 3101 3101 2938 5.5 22.2
17 5269 5269 5226 0.8 32.7
18 5199 5199 5049 3.0 45.7
19 5210 5209 4976 4.7 69.3
20 5337 5333 5081 5.0 74.6
21 6114 6107 6065 0.7 22.4

Table 9.1: Numerical results when the mobile terminals can handle 15 codes.
The power allocated for the HSDPA is 14 W.
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9.6.3 Simulating the 5 Channelization Codes Case

Since not all categories of mobile terminals can handle 15 codes per TTI we
investigate a scenario when the users have mobile terminals which can only
handle 5 codes per TTI. The restriction of using only 5 codes/user is done by
setting the parameter Climit

i = 5, i ∈ M in constraint (9.5) in HSBAP. Numerical
results for all the 21 cells in the network have been calculated. The second
column in the Table 9.2 contains the average throughput when the scheduling
model is solved by the commercial optimization tool CPLEX. The third and
fourth columns are the average throughput for GREEDY 2 and GREEDY 1
respectively. The last column is the percentage gain in average throughput
between the two greedy algorithms. The solutions when solving the model with
CPLEX show that all of the TTIs are multiplexed. The computational results
show that 2 to 3 users are multiplexed and 10 to 15 channelization codes are
assigned.

The GREEDY 2 algorithm can only multiplex two users in each TTI and con-
sequently assign at most 10 channelization codes instead of 15 which results in
a significant lower average throughput. The GREEDY 2 algorithm multiplexes
users in almost all TTIs for the cells. Due to the input data the GREEDY 1
algorithm multiplexes users in several TTIs. The number of TTIs with multi-
plexed users in a cell varies between 11.7 % to 39.1 %. The average throughput
for the whole network is 4370 kbps for CPLEX, 3507 kbps for GREEDY 2 and
finally 2473 kbps for GREEDY 1.

9.7 Conclusions

The scheduling model assigns channelization codes and bit rates to users to
maximize a utility function. The scheduling model is capable to handle code
multiplexing, which permits several users to be assigned resources in one and
the same TTI. The HSDPA uses AMC which is modeled by simulation data
taken from [67]. The AMC input data consists of eight function curves which
are the average bit rate per code as a function of power per code and Ior/Ioc.
The scheduling model is solved with greedy algorithms and by a commercial
optimization software in every TTI of 2ms.

The average throughput values presented in Section 9.6 are optimistic compared
to [68], due to that we choose to assign the users with the lowest path loss to
the serving cell and also the assumptions that the buffers of the Node Bs are
full and the buffer in the mobile terminals are unlimited in size. Another aspect
that affects the average throughput values in an optimistic way is that if a user
has an Ior/Ioc ratio below -2 dB it will be rounded up to the -2 dB function
curve in the AMC model.
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Cell Average throughput (kbps) Gain (%)
CPLEX GREEDY 2 GREEDY 1

1 5301 4231 2913 45.2
2 5213 4103 2967 38.3
3 4859 3793 2728 39.0
4 4910 3958 2883 37.3
5 4364 3513 2401 64.8
6 4753 3663 2635 39.0
7 4462 3367 2358 42.8
8 3722 2967 2009 47.7
9 4723 3719 2670 39.3
10 4141 3430 2332 47.1
11 3306 2812 2018 39.3
12 4240 3477 2367 46.9
13 4016 3397 2373 43.1
14 1683 1596 1274 25.3
15 4850 3818 2769 37.9
16 2750 2386 1591 49.9
17 4600 3798 2588 46.8
18 4714 3708 2604 42.4
19 4736 3739 2600 43.8
20 4844 3802 2686 41.5
21 5591 4417 3172 39.2

Table 9.2: Numerical results when the mobile terminals can handle 5 codes. The
power allocated for the HSDPA is 14 W.
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The numerical results show that up to two users are multiplexed in several TTIs
when the mobile terminals can handle all the 15 codes. This results in that the
solutions from the commercial optimization tool CPLEX and the GREEDY 2
algorithm are close. In the numerical results for the GREEDY 1 algorithm only
one user was assigned bit rate and channelization codes in each TTI. Comparing
the results from the GREEDY 1 and GREEDY 2 algorithms the latter only
give a small increase in average throughput. If we consider mobile terminals
that are restricted to handle maximum 5 channelization codes, it is preferable to
multiplex up to three users in some TTIs. The GREEDY 2 algorithm has only
a capability to multiplex two users and it can be clearly seen that allowing three
multiplexed users gives a significant gain in average throughput. The GREEDY
1 algorithm performs less well due to the small number of assigned channelization
codes. Extending the GREEDY 2 algorithm to handle 3 multiplexed users could
easily be done but instead it would be more interesting to take advantage of the
optimization method in Section 8.4, i.e. dynamic programming.
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Chapter 10

Future Research

The contents of Part I, Part II and Chapter 8 in Part III of the thesis are based
on published articles. Since the publication of these articles, other researchers
have made some interesting work. The goal of this chapter is not to cover all
the contributions that have been done. The focus is instead on some interesting
articles that are connected to the work presented in this thesis and also highlight
some interesting research fields for future work.

10.1 Scheduling in STDMA Ad Hoc Networks

An extension of the node and link assignment formulations presented in Part
I is done by the authors of [59]. Instead of minimizing the STDMA frame the
authors focus on traffic sensitivity and maximize the network throughput. The
problem is solved with a column generation approach similar to the one used in
Part I of the thesis. In [60] traffic sensitive scheduling algorithms and strategies
are presented.

In the field of ad-hoc networks there have been intense research. One area
that is of interest is joint optimization. In [75] a dual decomposition method
is presented for the scheduling and routing problem. Joint optimization algo-
rithms can also include the effect of power control. Power control is important
to reduce the power consumption and interference. In [90, 137] mixed linear in-
teger programming models for the joint problem of scheduling and power control
are presented. In [74, 76] a nonlinear column generation technique is used to
solve the joint scheduling, routing and power control problem. In [97] the au-
thors present a centralized joint scheduling, routing and power control algorithm.
Also a discussion of a distributed implementation of the algorithm is included.
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Distributed algorithms are important and interesting for future investigations.

10.2 Frequency Assignment in Frequency Hop-

ping GSM Networks

The work presented in Part II of this thesis has been extended by the authors of
[105]. In the article methods to pregenerate sets of frequency lists of fixed length
with desirable properties before the algorithm runs are presented. Two simulated
annealing algorithms are presented for assigning the pregenerated frequency lists.

GSM is extended by EDGE to handle packet data with higher data rate. The
authors of [78] investigate the impact of FH in EDGE. One of the conclusions
drawn is that speech behaves differently than packet data traffic in interference
limited networks. There are improvements in performance using FH for packet
data despite a lower interference diversity gain.

The algorithms used in Part II of the thesis, solve the assignment problem heuris-
tically. Future work is to derive effective bounding procedures for FAPH. Such
methods are very useful for assessing the performance of the heuristics presented
and are therefore interesting topics for further studies. It is also interesting to
investigate assignment procedures with a mixed speech and packet data scenario.

10.3 Scheduling Packet Data in WCDMA Net-

works

The research directed towards the Release ’99 channels include the assignment
of OVSF codes, e.g. [33, 126, 133, 144]. The majority of the articles about
scheduling in WCDMA are treating the high speed data packet channels. For
the HSDPA scheduling model presented in Chapter 9 the next logical step is to
apply optimization methods such as dynamic programming.

Given the improvements in efficiency and services provided by HSDPA, the next
step would be to apply similar concepts to the uplink. High Speed Uplink Packet
Access (HSUPA), also known as Enhanced Uplink, represents the latest 3GPP
Release 6 technology and aims to provide faster packet data in the uplink. Mul-
timedia services are popular and likely to grow as high-quality cameras become
standard in most mobile terminals. Many of the features and enhancements
of HSUPA can be traced directly back to HSDPA. The principles and basic
operation of HSUPA is explained in [68, 101, 113]. Evaluations of the system
performance of HSUPA are presented in [39, 125, 148, 153]. Scheduling strategies
are important for the HSUPA and should be a target for future research.
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Appendix A

Calculations of Interference
Parameters

A.1 Co-channel Interference

In this section of the appendix the co-channel interference parameter aco
ij for

the FAPH is calculated. Consider two cells A and B, where A is the interferer
and cell B is the serving cell. Cell B has a risk of dropping calls due to the
interference from cell A. Consider only the interference from the TCHs. The
TCH-STRX in the interfering cell A is denoted STRX I and for the serving cell
B, STRX S, see Figure A.1.

Figure A.1: Interference between the TCH-STRXs in two cells.
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The following notation will be used:

MI = MAL used for STRX I
MS = MAL used for STRX S
NI = Number of TRXs used in STRX I
NS = Number of TRXs used in STRX S

The interference value Cco
IS is equal to the amount of traffic (in Erlang) that

STRX S fails to serve if all TRXs in STRX S are suffering from co-channel
interference from cell A all the time.

Assume that for a single TRX q in STRX S, the corresponding amount of traffic
lost is Cco

IS/NS . STRX S uses |MS | frequencies and as the hopping is synchro-
nized, a certain TRX q ∈ STRX S will spend its time evenly on all frequencies
in MS. The portion of time TRX q suffers from co-channel interference from
the interfering cell A is |MI∩MS |

|MS | , which is equal to the probability that it uses
any of the frequencies allocated in the serving cell B. Assume that TRX q in the
serving cell is using a frequency which is assigned to both MI and MS . TRX q
will only be interfered if one of the TRXs in STRX I is using the same frequency
at the same time. Since any of the TRXs in STRX I uses MI frequencies, the
probability is 1

|MI | for every TRX in STRX I. If all NI TRXs in the interfering
cell are taken into account, the probability is NI

|MI | . For a TRX q ∈ STRX S

the probability of being interfered from cell A is NI

|MI |
|MI∩MS |

|MS | . The expected
amount of lost traffic for TRX q is Cco

IS/NS, taking the sum over all TRXs in
STRX S gives

Cco
IS

NI

|MI |
|MI ∩ MS|

|MS | . (A.1)

If we take the FH gain factor into consideration, the expected co-channel inter-
ference is

Cco
IS

NI

|MI |
|MI ∩ MS |

|MS | g(|MI |, |MS |). (A.2)

Definition: Consider a pair of STRXs p and q with corresponding MALs Mi

and Mj, the scaling parameter for co-channel interference is

aco
ij = |Mi∩Mj |

|Mi||Mj | g(|Mi|, |Mj |).

The parameter aco
ij takes values in the interval [0,1], where zero indicates no

co-channel interference att all. A value of unity is obtained when both |Mi| and
|Mj | have length one and contain the same frequency. It can be realized that aco

ij

is a natural extension of the corresponding parameter in the classical frequency
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assignment formulation. The only difference is that it is defined on MAL pairs
instead of frequency pairs.

A.2 Adjacent-channel Interference

The same type of arguments apply to adjacent-channel interference. Using the
same notation, cell A is the interfering cell with MAL MI and NI number of
TRXs, and cell B is the serving cell with MAL MS and NS TRXs.

The interference value Cadj
IS is equal to the amount of traffic (in Erlang) that

STRX S fails to serve if all TRXs in STRX S are suffering from adjacent-channel
interference from cell A all the time.

As in the co-channel interference case, it is reasonable to assume that one TRX
q in the serving cell B will lose Cadj

IS /NS traffic if it suffers from adjacent-channel
interference all the time from cell A. Consider now that TRX q will spend its
time evenly on the |MS | frequencies available in the MAL for STRX S. The
fraction of time TRX q suffers from interference by an adjacent frequency in cell
A is

|(f : f ∈ MS , f + 1 ∈ MI or f − 1 ∈ MI)|
|MS | . (A.3)

Frequencies adjacent to f are denoted f−1 and f+1, higher adjacent frequencies
are not taken into consideration. The notation |(f : f ∈ Ms, f + 1 ∈ MI or f −
1 ∈ MI)| is the number of frequencies for which TRX q is suffering from adjacent-
channel interference. The probability of using one of the frequencies in STRX
S is 1

|MS | .

Assume that f ∈ MS and f+1 ∈ MI , then it is not allowed that f−1 ∈ MI since
the internal separation for a MAL requires at least two frequencies in between,
i.e. a separation of 3. For a frequency f ∈ MS there can be at most one adjacent
frequency in MI or vice versa. Using the internal separation requirement of 3 in
both Ms and MI , the following expressions are equivalent.

|(f : f ∈ MS , f + 1 ∈ MI or f − 1 ∈ MI)| = (A.4)
|(f : f ∈ MS , f + 1 ∈ MI)| + |(f : f ∈ MS, f − 1 ∈ MI)| (A.5)

and

|(f : f ∈ MI , f + 1 ∈ MS or f − 1 ∈ MS)| = (A.6)
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|(f : f ∈ MI , f + 1 ∈ MS)| + |(f : f ∈ MI , f − 1 ∈ MS)|. (A.7)

At a certain time slot, there will be at most one TRX in STRX I that can cause
adjacent interference. Since any of the TRXs in STRX I uses |MI | frequencies,
the probability is 1

|MI | for every TRX in STRX I. The expression now yields

|(f : f ∈ MS , f + 1 ∈ MI or f − 1 ∈ MI)|
|MI ||MS | = (A.8)

|(f : f ∈ MI , f + 1 ∈ MS)| + |(f : f ∈ MI , f − 1 ∈ MS)|
|MI ||MS | . (A.9)

Expression (A.9) is the probability that TRX q in the serving cell receives ad-
jacent interference from one TRX in STRX I. Taking the sum over all TRXs
in the interfering cell A results in the probability that TRX q receives adjacent
interference from STRX I

NI · |(f : f ∈ MI , f + 1 ∈ MS)| + |(f : f ∈ MI , f − 1 ∈ MS)|
|MS||MI | . (A.10)

The expected adjacent interference for TRX q is Cadj
IS /NS , taking the sum over

all TRXs in STRX S gives

Cadj
IS NI

|(f : f ∈ MI , f + 1 ∈ MS)| + |(f : f ∈ MI , f − 1 ∈ MS)|
|MS||MI | . (A.11)

Scaling the expression with the FH gain factor g(|MI |, |MS|) results in the total
adjacent interference between the interfering cell A and the serving cell B

Cadj
IS NI

|(f : f ∈ MI , f + 1 ∈ MS)| + |(f : f ∈ MI , f − 1 ∈ MS)|
|MS ||MI | g(|MI |, |MS |).

(A.12)

Definition: Consider a pair of STRXs p and q with corresponding MALs Mi

and Mj, a scaling parameter for adjacent-channel interference is
aadj

ij = |(f :f∈Mi,f+1∈Mj)|+|(f :f∈Mi,f−1∈Mj)|
|Mi||Mj | g(|Mi|, |Mj |).
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Appendix B

Estimating the Parameter
Mij

If a link (i, j) is not active the SIR requirement must be redundant. This is done
by the parameter Mij in equations (3.5) and (3.12). The probability is low that
all potential interferers are transmitting simultaneously. The reason for this is
that the interferers to node j must avoid the type 1 and type 2 collisions and
fulfill the SIR requirement in equation (2.2) as well. Type 1 collision occurs when
a node transmits simultaneously to another node which is also transmitting in
the same time slot. Type 2 collision occurs when a node is receiving packets
from two other nodes in the same time slot. As an example, assume that a
communication link (i, j) is established between the nodes i and j. The nodes
k, m and n are interferers to node j. Assume that links (k, m) and (n, m) exist.
If node k is transmitting to node m, nodes m and n can not transmit during
that time slot. In Figure B.1, the link (i, j) is active and only one of the nodes
k, m and n is allowed to transmit in the same time slot.

The reason for reducing the value of the Mij parameter is that we will obtain a
stronger formulation - from the point of view of the LP relaxation. To calculate
a lower Mij value for a link (i, j), an optimization model can be used. The
objective is to maximize the possible interference under conditions that avoid
collisions of type 1 and type 2, and SIR is above the threshold γ1. For commu-
nication to be established between nodes k and m, the SIR constraint must be
fulfilled. We introduce the following variables

wk =
{

1 if node k is transmitting
0 otherwise.

The interfering node k can not be the same node as in the original communication
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Figure B.1: Node j can only be interfered by one of the nodes k, m and n.

link (i, j), and we therefore define the set K as

K = {k ∈ N : k �= i, k �= j} (B.1)

To calculate an upper bound for Mij the following model can be used

max
∑
k∈K

Pk/Nr

Lb(k, j)
wk (B.2)

s.t. wk +
∑

n∈K:(n,k)∈A

wn ≤ 1, k ∈ K (B.3)

Pk/Nr

Lb(k, m)
wk + γ1(1 + Mkm)(1 − wk) ≥ γ1(1+

∑
n∈K:(n,m)∈A,n�=k

Pn/Nr

Lb(n, m)
wn), ∀(k, m) ∈ A, k, m ∈ K (B.4)

wk = 0/1, k ∈ K (B.5)

The factor Mkm can be set to the worst case scenario

Mkm =
∑

n∈K:(n,m)∈A,n�=k

Pn/Nr

Lb(n, m)
. (B.6)
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